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1.0 SUMMARY
As part of the national effort to stimulate the use of electrically
powered vehicles for transportation, the design of urban passenger
electric vehicles has been reviewed. This study considers automotive
and electric vehicle technologies with specific emphasis on the power
train. Its purpose is to objectively identify an "optimum" power train
system which can be assembled with state-of-the-art components, to
predict the performance of such a system, and to identify and evaluate
improvements which might benefit vehicle performance.
In the past, power trains consisting of controller, motor, transmission,
running gear, wheels, brakes and tires have been incorporated into a wide
variety of vehicle designs. Most of the designs are based on conventional
chassis, but superior performance has been demonstrated in complete designs,
such as the Copper Development Association town car. In this program several
configurations and combinations of off-the-shelf components were suggested by
a study of existing electric vehicles, a review of related technology and an
application of engineering judgment. These candidate electric vehicle power
trains were evaluated quantitatively and by computer simulation to identify
the system which can achieve maximum range over the SA i_ J227a Schedule D
driving cycle. This state-of-the-art power train employs regenerative braking
and consists of a series wound DC motor, SCR chopper controller, electrically
controlled V-belt continuously variable transmission, radial tires, and drum
brakes. Analysis predicts that a vehicle weighing 1,587 kg (3500 lbs.), using
16 E11-106 lead-acid batteries and employing this power train would achieve a
range of about 50 km (31.2 miles) over the Schedule D cycle.
The electric vehicle literature, technical judgment and interviews
with a broad spectrum of persons within the industry, provided
suggestions for potential near term technical advances, which could
be applied to improve the state-of-the-art power train design. These
include means to extend vehicle range, as well as features to enhance
the commercial success of electrically powered passenger vehicles.
Several systems involving shunt wound DC motors were considered
in detail. An improved power train was selected which employs a
high speed separately excited motor with armature and field control.
A single ratio speed reducer replaces the multi-ratio transmission. On
the Schedule D cycle, a vehicle with this power train can achieve a range
benefit of approximately 20 percent when compared with a power train
of similar weight which uses state-of-the-art components.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
By the turn of the century, automobiles powered by the Internal
combustion engine (ICE) and battery powered electrics were competing
to replace the horse in urban centers.. At their peak acceptance, around
1912, It has been estimated that several hundred thousand electric vehicles
were in Use throughout the world (Ref.1) .
The features of the present gasoline powered ICE vehicle
have developed over a long period of -efinement. These Include:
•	 Favorable initial cost,
•	 Good performance,
s	 Inexpensive fuel, and
•	 Long range.
England has continued to build and favor electrically powered vans
(milk floats), but the electric vehicle has virtually disappeared from the
American market. In the U.S.A.,     a small group of Independent experimenters
have continued to build electrically powered road vehicles, and several com-
mercial ventures to build and m.7--ket electric road vehicles, such as Sebring-
Vanguard, were established throughout the years. Battery powered propulsion
has been well suited to various off-the-highway vehicles such as industrial fork
lift trucks, golf carts and underground mining machinery, Lower maintenance
costs and longevity are well documented benefits of the electrics, but their higher
initial cost and lower overall performance have been drawbacks.
Within the current decade, we have been faced with both an energy	 °1
crisis and an environmental crisis. It has been recognized that the
earth's fossil fuel reserves are finite and we must take increasing
	 f 
t
advantage of other energy sources. These Include, for example,
hydroelectric, nuclear, wind and solar power. Moreover, the recent
oil embargo has stimulated the se of domestically produced coal and
the establishment of minimum fut economy standards for vehicles.
A significant portion of air pollution results directly from the
use of gasoline powered vehicles. This problem Is particularly severe
In urban areas. As a result, a significant effort is being made to reduce
exhaust emissions. The use of electric vehicles allows the energy
	 1
conversion process to take place at a central power plant where
2
pollution is easier to control. it also offers the opportunity to make
a major shift in the transportation sector energy-base from foreign
petroleum to other sources.
Due to the low energy density of currently available batteries, elec-
trically powered vehicles are not presently capable of both the acceleration
performance and range of ICE vehicles. There is significant federal
support for battery technology programs and for hybrid systerns which
combine the range benefit of the internal combustion engine with the
pollution-free operation of electric power. However, it is possible
to fulfill a portion of the transportation needs with state-of-the-art electric 	 i
vehicles. Studies have shown that an electric vehicle with a range of
129-161 km (80-100 miles) would meet the second-car requirements of a
significant portion of the population (Ref. 2) If a minimal level of performance
were acceptable. Programs to Improve batteries, vehicle designs and
propulsion system components are underway.
There is a rather voluminous literature on electric vehicles (see
the Bibliography) and much of this information was reviewed in the course
of the present study. Vehicles have been built in a wide range of con-
figurations. Some use existing ICE chassis and others are designed from the
"ground up". The criteria for selecting power train systems and components
has not, however, been clearly established. Judgment indicates that
component efficiency Is significant. Since most devices have efficiencies
which vary with load, speed rnd environment, no particular set of components
clearly offers optimum per-forrrance for all driving conditions.
This study considers automotive and electric vehicle technologies
with specific emphasis on the power train. Its purpose is to objectively
identify an "optimum" power train system which can be assembled with
state-of-the-art components, to predict the performance of such a vehicle,
and to Identify and evaluate improvements which might benefit vehicle
performance.
An electric vehicle power train begins at the battery terminals and
ends at the road. Battery technology and overall vehicle design are
beyond the scope of the present study. Typically, an electric vehicle
power train consists of a controller, a motor, running gear, fL<<,r wheels and
tires, and four brakes. As defined in the contract statement of work, state-of-
the-art components are those that are available off-the-shelf as standard
Items or can be manufactured by special order Involving limited design
modifications such as special mountings. Components that require develop-
mental engineering are not considered to be state-of-the-art.
i
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The urban passenger vehicle is the focus of this Investigation.
The statement of work defined basic vehicle characteristics, such as
weight, aerodynamic drag and battery parameters and specified that
the vehicle must perform over the SAE J217a Schedule D* cycle, at a
constant 72 km/h (SS mphl and also climb a 10 percent grade at 49 kWh
(80 mph) . A design objective was to maximize range over the SAE'S cycle
with a power train capable of meeting the speed and grade requirements.
This program does not specifically address the Issue of cost
effective design for a state-of-the-art power train. It has been assumed
that the commercial availability of components Implies reasonable cost.
Actual cost will depend upon market demand and appropriate manufac-
turing techniques.
Information was obtained by literature search, by In-person and
telephcne interviews and by mailings to manufacturers of vehicles and
components. A number of vehicles were examined at NASA-LERC and
at the Electric Vehicle Exposition In Chicago In the spring of 1977. From
this data base and by applying engineering judgment, various power
train design approaches were identified and studied. Computer-aided
analysis was one tool employed to select the state-of-the-art power train
and to evaluate range increases achievable with various improvements.
The review and assessment of state-of-the-art electric vehicles
and power train components is presented in Chapter 3.0. A preliminary
design of a power train based on these components is developed In
Chapter 4.0 and Improvements are evaluated in the last chapter.
Throughout this report, reference to "the SAE cycle" implies the
SAE J727a Schedule D driving cycle.
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	iF>r	 3.0 ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN
1 E
ELECTRIC VEHICLE POWER TRAIN TEC',ANOLOGV
	
y(	 The conversion of electrical power into mechanical motion is basic
to our industrialized society. Machinery, powered by electricity, finds
	
'	 significant application in most industries. Within the transpo rtation
field the most common types of electrically powered vehicles are:
	
^	 ®	 Golf carts
•	 Railroad locomotives and subway cars
.';	 s	 Industrial forklift trucks
e	 Delivery vans ( "milk 'floats" in England)
11 ^
•	 Mine vehicles
•	 Motorized wheels for earth moving equipment
a	 Highway passenger- vehicles.
For each type of vehicle, mission goals, environmental constraints and
economic considerations establish requirements which result in specific
configurations and component selections. Vehicles and machinery used
in underground coal mines are electrically powered because of both
the fire hazard associated with internal combustion engines and the air
pollution (ventilation) requirements. Dynamic (or regenerative)
braking is employed in large earth moving equipment primarily to
minimize the servicing of conventional brakes rather than to conserve
energy. Contactor controllers are cost effective for delivery vans
but the smoothness of control desired for passenger vehicles generally
leads to the pulse (i.e., chopper) type of motor controllers.
Many electric passenger vehicles have employed the same DC
series wound motors and SCR controllers originally developed for the
forklift truck industry. However, due to the difference in mission, this
approach can lead to a less than optimum propulsion system design.
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This chapter presents a review of power train technology for
electrically powered highway vehicles. The first section summarizes
the various design approaches taken in the recent past. Electric
motors and their related controllers are reviewed from a generic
point of view in the second section and mechanical power transfer
devices such as transmissions and tires are reviewed in the third
section.
3.1 EXISTING ELECTRIC VEHICLES
The design of electric vehicle power trains are reviewed in this
section with particular emphasis on:
a	 The architecture of the power train .
IQ	 The type of components employed
o	 System optimization and tradeoffs, as well as,
rr	 Implementation.
A basic electric vehicle power train is shown in f= igure 3-1.
The configuration is that of the conventional "Detroit" drive where
the electric motor replaces the conventional internal combustion
engine. The battery is shown dashed since the present contract
does not include battery technology,
i
Driver Input
Control
Lonlc	 ^ Rear Axle
r-
---1	 Trflns
Battery	 Cnntrnlicr	 Atatnr	 Rilssltm	 Differangal
L __j
Figure 3--1 Basic electric vehicle power- train.
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^Ii Many electric vohicle tdosigns zrttempted to match the performanceof convention:tt Int€rrnul combustim vehicloi., `i`he CM Eleotrovair
(Ref, 3) and the Ford Cortina FsttttaWrr oYl i al, ) tit•e xamptes, The
Head for Improved 41ttorles was apparent .end some of these vehleles
usad high to iparatura prototype battarles,
Analytic studies indicate that lighter vehicles with higlier battery
mztss fmactlons (r•;rtio of b.-ttery walght to totel weight) should httve
supurlor perform ice. Sc^veml studies (I.e., lief, 5) have attempted
to Compare electric vehir~le performance by normi l axing perfomtr+ne-e
dot; Wth respect try battery mass frAction or overall m',ight. Unfora
tumtely! the nurrtiber of well documented vehicles Is small and test con"
ditlons vary, Thorefore, a statistical apprvr3ch to assessing the state-of
the-art for power traln featuros would not appear to be trultful. However,
the Commonality of several feats..rr •es rind the trends In recent power train
designs can be observed In the data
x,111	 Electric Vehicles Designed by The l^rrthc^s{crst
A signiflezint population Of independent &%ctric ve111ele e±;porImenttit's
have for several years, been building, testing and using electric 111911way
vehicles. There are several regionial clubs which serve the members
by providing a means to share ez\perlenm Suet) or•gcnlxatlons Include
the Electric Vehicle Associntion of Ohlo, which claims to have ovell
00 active m©mbers. Not unlike the 1 °hot-rodder" who Wdlfles a vehicle
for° cgreator performance, their approach has been to convert existing
compact cars, such as VW, Renault and Austin, to electric power.
Table 3°1 lists the basic characterlsties of several such designs
(Ref. 6) . Objective test data Is generally not avallable.
The selection of components fc)r these velilehes this necessarily been
dictated by aconamlcs anal nvahlabhlity, The fundamental objective
Ims been to packago the hardware :Ind "make the system work". It is
not uncommon to see used forklift truck or goat :art motors and aircraft
rgonerators Ire tlieso vehicles. Encginearing tradeoffs in the deign are quite
rare. The technology employed in the golf cart and forklift truck industry
finds application In these designs because these Industries are virtually
the only sources for relatively Inexponsive components,
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TABLE 3-1 SOME ENTHUSIAST BUILT ELECTRIC VEHICLES*
BUILDER CHASSIS MOTOR CONTROLLER
F. Rienecker 1960 NSU GE, DC series . Contactor
Livermore, CA, Prins 34 volt;9.4 hp
G.M. Hughas 1960 NSIJ GE, DC shunt, Battery switching,
San Leandro, CA Prinz 30 volt starting resistor
N.W. Arnold 196I Renault Delco, DC shunt , Battery switching,
Lewlsvll le, N.C. Dauphine 96 volt,	 19 hp starting resistor,
solid state field control
D. Wlegner 1966 VW Delco, DC shunt , Battery switching,
Winston -Salem, N.G. 96 volt,	 19 hp solid state control
H.W. Barber 1970 Fiat 850 Mercury, DC series , Chopper
Bakersfield, CA Sedan 72/96 volt,	 12 hp
T. Frizzell VW Bug Delco, DC series , Resistance Steps
Charlestown, N.H. 36 volt,	 7.5 hp
J. O'Connor ML - 1100 Hertner, DC series, Transistor chopper
Greenfield.	 IN 72 volt,	 13 hp
R.R. Bassett 1963 Renault Aircraft generator , Resistance steps
Al.,	 N.M. 23 volt
J. Wilson 1963 Renault Delco, DC shunt , Transistor chopper
Fairhaven, NJ Dauphine 84 volt,	 l5 hp
C. Kenney / 1961 Renault GE;, aircraft Battery switching and
J. Wasylinz Gordini generator,	 28 volt, field weakening
Oakland, CA 9.8 hp
P.C. Wergin / 1966 Sunbeam Aircraft generator, 'Transistor chopper
D.M. Yates 30 volt,	 15/30 hp
Reynoldsburg, OH
K.V. Kordeseh Austin A 40 Baker, DC series, Battery switching
Lakewood, OH 72 volt, 8120 hp
A. St. Amant VW Westinghouse, DG Battery switching
Walnut Creek, CA series, 72 volt,
31 hp
fln this table, and in several other- instances throughout this
report, where particular- component suppliers are identified in the
literature, they are reported. The omission of any individual manufac-
turer is regretted. No endorsement is implied.
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9A major virtue of these conversions Is practicality, Vehicles which
are built using existing automotive and Industrial components
easily fit into the etc€ -^t€ng infrastructure. Repairs acrd service
are obtainable, or within Una reach of the "do-It-yourselferr', and the
hardware Is well dev-.loped, safe and rugged.
Interest has been large enough to encourage the formation of several
commerical ventures to produce and market electric vehicles. Firms such as
Electric Vehicle Associates, Inc, (EVA) have their roots In -the enthusiast sector.
	3.1.2	 ]Domestic Commercial Electric Vehicle Conversions
A summary of the characteristics of several domestic, commercially
produced electric vehicle conversions Is presented In Table 3-2, Data
was not avallabe for all parameters.
Most domestic and foreign electric vehicle programs have included
the conversion of a conventional vehicle as a first generation test bed.
Expediency and overall project emphasis are the rationale for this choice.
In several cases the primary focus of the project seems to be the demon-
stration of an advanced battery concept. For example, the GM Eiectrovair 11
employed experimental sliver-zinc batteries and an AC motor drive was designed
to match the acceleration and speed performance of its Internal combustion engine
counterpart. The major portion of the engineering design effort was centered
around the AC motor contraller.
EVA and Waterman designs are conversions of compact conventional vehicles.
Both retain the original transmission, and, In the case of the Waterman DAF-based
design, this Is a V-belt continuously variable ratia system. Sattronic, and AM
General have concentrated on the commercial market by using the conversion
apprcmch. The Eattronic motor and controller are typical industrial designs
whereas the AM General .seep employs a compound wound motor and two phase
OC chopper.
	
3.1.3	 Domestic Electric Vehicles Designed From the Ground Up
It Is generally recognized that the Ideal electric vehicle should
be designed from the ground up. In this manner, the limited energy
storage capacity of elactrochemical batteries can be used most efficiently
for vehicle range and performance. Analytical studies have shown the
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TABLE 3-2 DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLES i
TYPE/
VEHICLE CURS WEIGHT BATTERIES MOTOR CA !TROLLER TPANSMISSION
(Dale)
GM Ccrvalr, Sliver-zinc 330 V. Delta, 4*1a. Three Phase SCR, F)xod gear
Elwarovair 11 S pasaenger 6OAh 3 phase AC O11 Coolad. tsduction.(1967) 3400 tbs. Indtxtlon, 130
tbs., 115 HP
at 13,W ftpm,
all tznled.
GM }CEP Opel 4 passanper 21r.t:-air and Two DC Buries In Two syrxhronlaad Bail Input(1170) 30001bs. Lsad-acld p2rallel, tear SCR, peerbox.
amount.	 1211' Ibs.,
21 HP Mach.
Blower coaled.
Ford Cortina S paasertpar Nickel -cadmium GE DC series, SCR and bypass Front wheal drive,
Estate Wagon 3036 tbs. 110 V., 9D0 tbs. 150 tbs., 4a HP, contactor standard manual,
too V., 26 R. 2.11.1 in second.
lb;., 1110o rpm.
Fan cooled (60
watt)
Doeinp L .RV Rail Puntograph 2 In series, DC SCR armature Fixed gear
62.0001b7. separately chopper reduction
exalted, 210 HP.
Slower coaled.
EVA Metro flonault R - 12 Lead-acid, EV-106 DC zertas SCPL, 3to bypass, Tarque converter
4 passenger 96 V., INN tbs. 13 .4 HP 340 amp limit. and 3 speed Renault
3150 Ibs, 4500 RPM automatic.
Fan Cooled
EVA 4 passenger DC shunt H ai =Pnt=tor AutomaticContactor AMC Neer BHP
(1977)
SattronIc Van Lad-geld 112 V GE DC serles OE SCR chopper, 2 speed. helical
Minivan 15800 1121, 33D Ah. 1}4 V., £2 HP. field weakening pear rear axle(1973) 8000 rpm. bypass contactor, 1.96, 1.0.1
current limit.
Waterman 4 passenger Land-said, prastallte, Contactor, ) -spawl Continuously variableCHW-116 2100 tbs. 48V DC serles trait transmission
12 HP
Jet Industries Subaru Van Laud-acid, EV-106 Baldor, DC Cableform SCR StandardElectra-Van 2500 lbs. 46 V., 910 tbs. serles. 10 HP.
3500 rpm, 161
tbs. blower
C401 ad,
Dana Electric: Van Lead-acld 144 V. Rallana. DC Reliance. SCR 3-spend, clutchVan 1000 tbs. 320 AhIS hr. shunt. 120 V. ciwpper, standard manual
33 HP at 425D No tbs, 3.03. 1.75. 1.0 1
rpm, 130 tbs,
AM General Van/Jeep Lead-said S4 V.. In compoasd, SCR No transmission,
Electruck 3640 Ibs. 1250 tbs. 2131b&. blower coaled conventional shah
DJ-5E 710 tbs, with universals
(1975)
Otis P-300 Van Load-acid. 96 V, Oils, DC series GE put" type. None, conventional
31(i0 ibs. 6V-106, 104C tbs, 3D HP, 4000 rpm SCR. 96 V shaft with universals
Blower tooled. blower cooled
5ebr.InplVan- 2 passenger Lead-acid, 40 GE, OC series Con tacLorand No transmission
ptmrd Citicar 130D Ibs. rear mounted, stertln8 razwor(1974) 6 HP. 4100 rpm.
GE Delta Lad-acid and	 .
11971) nick al -eaaiml um
Ut*er Alpha Doelge Van L.aed-acld (241 3-phase AC Olrect 1 .6 .1(1974) Soso Ibs. 220 Ah. 144 V, Induction.
1433 tbs. 34 HP.
EFP 4 passenger Land-sold DC earle a Contnctvr
attars 11 Renault R-11'1 120 V
111s41 4700 Ibs. 190 tbs,
ya
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WIPPEKEKTIAL TIRZS BRAKES MFOPAIANCE ®tEFt RENCE
Slandard U mph a+px; f-60/17 (3)
NK. 410 - 70 mi. ean@a
Standard 60 mph max 9-30110 (0)
3.11 1 04tc. 7, a0 mi, t
3.l.1 Radial 77 mph max. (3rd (4)
gear}, a0 mi. at
2S mph
Dynamie (re- (4)
nerative
tienai) and
ydraulit disc.
1.34 1 Radial 40 mph max., 56 mi. (t0},	 (11),	 (12)153 R-13 at IS mph. 27 mi. alurin
32 psi urban cycle
{l3)
Hypoid 6.70 x 1S Hydraulic 60 mph max., i0 mi. (14)
3.07; 1 at 10 mph.
Rapenerative 45 mph max (15)
available 60 mt. at 30 mph
Standard grldpaltax Hydraulic 4S mph RAX- (10}iKilil, bias ply 40 mi. at 40 mph#0 psi.
Darns Raptnerative SO mph max.. (161
7,17:1 and hydraulic 200 mi. at IS mph
1.19 1 CR 75-15 Rep"rative 45 ml_ at 30 Mb. (17),	 (101(^	 G) over IS mph 0-70124 sat., 30 mi,
and hydraulic an cycle
drum
Standard Uniroyal Rally Hydraulic 0-30/1I sac„ (18),	 (IO}
5.17.1 180, a ply at W. an cycle
radial, ITS-SK
13. 31. pal.
6.f3:1 Cw+odytaar. 13 Kldrum 351nph Msex. (14}, (I0)
2 ply nylon hydraulic 36 ml. at 2% nrph:
+1.50x43.
- 20 1nt. ao cycle
i So pal.
180 tnl at 20 a+ph (21)
00 ml at 46 wph
g4nd.rd R►g"rallve (22)
stxi hydrllutIt
I- R04wativa. 723 ml. at 30 1®ph (23)
tadla
Whset 22 ail. an cycle
aieec.
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treed lbr vehicle designs which:
Minimize overall weight,
a	 Minimize aerodynamic drag,
0	 Minimize tire and other rolling element friction,
s	 IncorporAte highly efficient components, and
0	 Maximize battery mass fraction.
Although the majority of existing electric vehicles. are based on
converting an inter91al combustion engine chassis, the more significant
innovations are found in those vehicles designed from the "ground up."
These are generally Ughtweight, low drag designs and are typified by;
a	 The Capper Development Association (CDA)
Van and Torn Car,
Y	 The 5undancer,
ao	 The EXAR 1, and
ar	 The Anderson Electric.
The characteristics of this class of vehicles are found in Table 3-3.
These vehicles employ many conventional industrial and automotive
components, but the major factors contributing to their improved
performance are their low overall weight, lour aerodynamic drag,
and low rolling-resistance tires.
3.1.11
	 Foreign electric Vehicles
Europe, england and .Japan have been petroleum importers
for sometime and are concerned about air pollution. Asa result
a significant effort has been expended in developing electric
vehicles (Ref. 7) . The battery powered "milk float" has, for
example, been used in England for many years and has proven to
lie a reliable and cost effective deli% ery van. Lucas has designed
a small taxicab, from the ground up, for specialized urban service.
.Japan has an active electric vehicle program supported by the
Ministry of7echnaiogy. Toyota and Dzlhatsu have developed several
small electric cars and trucks. These projects have included both DC
series ground and shunt wound motors with separate field excitation.
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TABLE 3--3 DOMESTIC PROTOTYPE ELECTRIC VEHICLES
TYPE/
VEHICLE CURB WEIGHT BATTERIES MOTOR CONT.%DLLER TRANSMISSION(Omit)
GM 312 t passenger Lewd-acid, DC aarlai, SCR Caaxlal motor,
(1969) 94 V. So lbs., 11.5 HP., planetary gear
329 lbs. 40DO rpm, and differential at
Blower cooled rear axle.
Capper Van Lead-acid, GE, DC aeries SCR. S00 amp and Chrysler 3-spatd
Development SfDD lbs. 103V S Interpotes. bypass contactor automstic _ 	15.14,
Association 12 HP. at 4725 9,33, 6,30:	 1 overall
Van III rpm, 231 lbs. ratios.	 No torque
(1970) converter
Copper 2 passenger Lead-acid, DC separately 4.6:1 field variation Front wheel drlvt,
Development x952 lbs. I09 V. excited, 40 HP, by transistor chopper, standard toothed belt
Assoclation coax. Armature resistance and spiral bevel gear.
'Town Car switching.
(1976)
E5HlMeKee 2 Passenger Lead-acid. Tork link, SCR chopper, Rear transaxle and
Sundancer - 2 1600 lbs. 72 V., 750 Ibs. DC serles. 400 amp motor. McKee 2-speed(1972) 8 HP 6.09, 3.14: 1, manual
Amectran 4 passenger Load-acid DC Solid state Fixed
EXAR-1 2900 lbs.
Anderson Utility Van had-acid DC serlas, 20 HP SCR 2-speed automatic.
Third 2500105. 72 V (35 HP. peak), planetary gear.
Generation 240 amp, mechanical shift an
4000 rpm., spend and torque, FWD
170 W. Blower
cooled.
TSL-T13 Van Van Lead-acid DC serles SCR, 600 amp Fixed
(1974) 3000 lbs. 34 V, 900 Ihs. 20 HP.
(35 HP. peak)
Lunar Raver 50D lbs. Four DC series, Electronic plus four 00:1 harmonic
(1971) brush type, or power contacts drive and planatary-
four permanent far reversing. spur gear.
magnet brush-
(ess.
4-
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TABLE 3--3 DOMESTIC PROTOTYPE ELECTRIC VEHICLES (Continued)
A1FFA ENTiAL 'TIRES !•RAMS PERFOR"NCE MrIKEHCE
S-0:1 overall ratio. 45 hash tnax. (311}
1l-30112 e4c.
100 tat. at 34 r+ph.
Front twhwl drive. Firestone Hydraulic (34)
Murat Hy-Vc chain radial
to dlt(arantlal.
4.11s,1 AR 70-13 40 mph mtx. (40}+
	
(AIJ.	 (10}radial. 0 - x0;11.2 s.c.
Dona VO-20 Gdodtyeer l}tacldrum 100 mt. at 30 mph, (42(
IOIM railing hydraulic 45 ml. at 60 mph
rviatalancc
i.S1S x a. 30 psi.
11.11:1 Goodyear, Run Mac 1lrakas, w3 mph max. (43)
Fiat. 100 m1. at 55 mph
Radial, Atsldrurn 5S tr .h max.. (44).	 (451
USX 15. hydraulic 60 mi. At %S mph
7.12 . 1 Radial, Diseldrum 40 mph max, (0)
163 x 15 0 .. 30116 sec.
30 ml. on cycle
32 In. diamattr 4 wheal rover 10 mph (47)
wire mash. erative !wakes 74 ml. range
i
The trend to the separately excited © C Motor and regenerative
braking is apparent both in Japan and in Europe. Chopper type
controllers are also quite common.
A summary of the characteristics of many foreign electric
vehicles is presented In Table 3-4.
3.1.5	 Summary and Design Trends
A major objective of efficient electric vehicle design is to
minimize overall weight while maximizing the battery mass. The
packaging of passengers, battery pack, motor and controls is a
task requiring care and ingenuity. Generally the overall vehicle
beady design presents constraints on the power train configuration.
For example, the front mounted motor/rear wheel drive is incompatible
with the central "battery tunnel" frequently suggested for state-of-the-
art electrics. Also, the modern "hatchback" design may preclude
the use of a rear mounted motor/transaxle. Individual wheel mounted
motors are an interesting configuration which eliminates the differential
and may allow a simple form of redundancy. A review of the data
presented in Tables 3-1 through 3--4 as well as related studies and
technical literature (see the Bibitography) suggests the following
list of power train architecture:
ry	
s4
,t
kr	 y»
}
a	 Front mounted motor/rear wheel drive,
i
Rear mounted motor/rear wheel drive,
Front mounted motor/front wheel drive,
Rear mounted dual output shaft motor, and
+a	 Individual wheel motors (Z or 4).'	 ^	
rt
The concept of "load levelling" has received attention in the
electric vehicle literature because present lead-acid batteries are 	 r
unable to efficiently deliver the surges of power needed for acceler-
ation or to efficiently accept regenerated energy. Much of this
work has been theoretical and har proposed the use of:
k
i
a	 Flywheels,	 G .
a	 Liquid or gas accumulators, and
a	 Supplemental batteries.
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TABLE 3-4 FOREIGN ELECTRIC VEHICLES
TYPE/
VEHICLE	 CURB VITIGHT	 BATTERIES
	 MOTDR
	 COMOLLER
	 TifANSMISSIOh(Date) 
Thev 11	 4 passenger	 Lead-acid	 Tongyusn, qC	 SCA chopper	 Flx, d reduction
Taiwan	 1 2§54 lbs	 132 V.	 aeries,r"rmount 	 1.;.1
!	 1102 Ibs.	 176 Iba., 34 HP.
6000 rpm, knower
coow.
Lucas Taxi	 U51 tbs.	 Lsad -sold	 DC Series. front	 Lucas SCRs	 Double rsduction.
I7l76)	 I16 V.	 mount transverse, 	 =xnWar	 Morse Hy Vo chain,
CAV, S0 HP.
	 transverse to
differential.
Daihatsu KogyD
	 4 passenger	 Lead-scld.	 Two roar whaet. 	 Y,CR rJvm*mr	 Rear nAunted,
Lightweight car
	
;DID lbs.	 96 V,	 DC series,
	 automatic, 2-speed
(1972)	 220 Ah/5 hr.	 7 . S HP. each.
as V.
Toyota	 5 passenger	 Lead -acid.	 DC separately	 SCR chopper,	 Rear transverse
Compact car	 3054 [bs.	 122 V.	 excited 27 HP.	 automatic field	 trsunt, automatic,
11972)	 1S3 . 5 Ah/S hr.	 (20 kw) rated	 weakening	 torsional damper,
S4 hp- 140 kw)	 no fluid coupling,
man. B lower	 2-scmad hydraulic
cmiad.	 9rnm electric pump
Taypts
	
2 passenger +	 Load-acid,
	
DC separately
	
SCR	 Fixed gar rodgmiop
Small Truck	 770 tbs. load	 26 V.,	 excited 13 HP.
135 Ah/S hr., 	 rated, 13 HP.
7231bs.	 max.
Enfield ;DOD	 2 passenger +	 DC series,	 6 stop contractor. 	 Optional
119761
	 2 children	 49 V. mawdalay,
	 field weakening
2100 ibs.	 I HP., 171  lbs .
Eiower eoohad.
Bedford Van	 Van	 120 V	 DC series,	 5 step contactor	Torque convener, -
12RG
	 6000 Ibs.	 So H p ,
	
(patented)
	
Variable Kinetic
England	 Driw. 4 . 6 at stall.
905 cruise efficiency
CometsFord 	 2 passenger +	 Laud-acid (4)	 CAV type TM 55,	 Thyristor pulse	 Rzar transverse mount
England	 2 children	 12 V	 DC series (2).	 c ritroller,	 fixed gear reduction
filial
	
12001bs.	 120 Ah / S hr.	 24v.. 5 HP.	 Sevccn Mk VI,
794 lbs _
	Blower cooled .
	
bypass contactor.
VW Electric	 Van	 Lead-acid
	 DC separately
	 Electronic. pulse
	
Fixed year, V14
Transporter	 FQD0 lbs.	 144 V.	 excited, Bosch
	 width field frequency	Standard transaxla
approx.	 ISO Ah/5 hr.	 and Siemens, 21	 modulation.
1696 Iba.
	 HP.	 (42 peak),
6700 rpm max.
Separate fan.
Damiar Benz	 Van	 Lead-said	 DC Separately
	 Electronic, 2 position	 Fixed gear reduction
LE 306
	
6500 lbs.	 ISO V.
	 excited. 42 HP
	 variable pulse width
approx.	 ISO Ah/3 hr.	 (70 peak],	 and frequency
1234 ills.	 6000 rpm inex.
Elcar Model	 4 p4z%wVcr	 Lead-acid	 VC strin g , OE.	 SCR chopper With	 Fixed reduction
5000	 1500 lbs.	 R V. 20D Ali.	 3.S HP., Roar	 contactors and
(1975)	 ie*Mt.	 resistor.
SRF	 2 passenger von	 Wirtz hip
 750 -V	 DC w"rately	 ly armatu
i
i
r
f
f
I
)
Conihi-Truk	 1100 kg.	 144 V.	 •xellw-1, IS HP,	 field
, 	 e
 weakening	 oofltinuousty variable
re intro!,
	
Front wheal drive,
Israel	 contlnuoi:^ at	 transmission, flyr+heei
i 	 [
4500 rpm.. i...E.
E
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DIFFERENTIAL TMES SKAKES PERFORMANCE REFUMNCE
Standard 39 nt h auk - (14)
di	 trantlat 9 - 37113 atc
4. 1.1 200 lei. at 30 mph,
5.93. t Rsptnarallve 60 mph max 1251
and Girllnp 200 ml. at 30 a0h
servo hydraulic
brakes.
Ra9t4arstive 55 aph max (26) .	 (27)
and hydrsullt. 0-20r3 sac
173 mi. at 33 a=sh
Special Rtgensrative $9 mph sisx ..
and hydraulic 0-]0:23 sac (26).	 (2 71,	 [261
190 mi at 25 mph
Raptrwrativa 31mph:mx (27),	 (29)
and hydraulic 26 ini . over urban
cycle
(29}3.55.1 Radial, 0-3012 aw.
33 psi 40 mph max
0-3014 sac (30)
47 mph mss
31 mi. over cycle
Qverall ratio 4.0 1, 4.4 x 10 Hydraulic drumsi 40 mph max. (31)
hallul pinion. all xhaeis 40 ml. at 25 mph
l-30; 12 sac.
Radial Repanarative (32),	 (33)
and hydraullc-
Standard Raptntrative 37 mph mss (341,	 (3S)
and hydraulic
Stall Radial Hydraulic ss mi at IS aph (36)
sR -143x10 40 mi at 40 mph
li-30	 14 sac.
43 mph max (37)
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TABLE 3-4 FOREIGN ELECTRIC VEHICLES (Continued)
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Flywheel systems have yet to be reduced to practice in electrically
powered vehicles. No known passenger vehicle has demonstrated such
a system and at least one study (Ref. 51 indicates that a similar Improve-
ment in range is obtainable solely with regenerative braking. However,
the predicted benefits of flywheel energy storage are encouraging,
In order to ensure safety, the accumulator storage concept
requires excessive structural weight to contain high pressure fluids.
Additional energy and pumping hardware Is needed to transfer the
stored fluid.
The approach of using a supplemental battery ( i.e„ Ni-Cad)
has been demonstrated in the GE Delta vehicle (Ref, 21) . This design
approach allows for the implementation of improved batteries as they
become available, 11111ore study of the impact of this concept on range over
the driving cycle is needed to determine Its effectiveness.
Although battery development is beyond the scope of the present
study, it was necessary to obtzin parameters and discharge characteristics
of lead-acid batteries for use in range computations. Discharge charac-
teristics of lead-acid batteries in electric vehicle applications are not well 	 !
understood, No model of the EV-106 battery (which was specified
in the contract) that can be absolutely accepted is available. Performance
models under conditions of pulsed loading, typical of use with chopper
controllers, are needed.. Even under steady discharge, the available predictions f(Ref, 48, 45, and 50) are not in agreement. Jayne (Ref. 51) identifies
and describes test results indicating increased effective capacity using
pulsed discharge techniques as compared to steady state discharge of the same
average current. Current work at NASA- -LERC Is aimed at investigating this
	 I	 f
apparent anomaly. ► 	 r
Analysis indicates that no single power train can simultaneously
maximize range at various constant speeds and range over various stop
and go driving cycles. In addition, a system that maximizes range for
	
y
one set of conditions may be totally- unsatisfactory for another cycle. For
example, where a design is optimized for maximum range at constant
cruising speed and the vehicle is subjected to stop and go cyc„ng or grade
	 lclimbing, the motor may ►
 overheat. A less extreme example is a vehicle
designed for efficient high speed c ruise which may have poor acceleration
and tgradeability.
	
1
i
The vehicle chracteristics presented in Table 3-1 through 3-4
show significant variation in configurations, :rotor types, controller
types, transmissions and tires. There does not, however, appear
to be any correlation between these variations and the performance
data, This Is due to the more significant manner in which battery
20
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characteristics and total vehicle weight affect performance.
Detailed dynamometer testing of power trains has generally been
bypassed and vehicle performance has been reported for various,
and sometimes arbitrary, driving cycles. The recently established
SAE J227 test procedure promotes uniform testing. Unfortunately,
much of the information published concerning particular vehicles is
promotional in nature. Moreover, many firms consider their design
approach and detailed performance data to be proprietary. Objective
verification of the many performance claims is needed.
The frequency of occurrence of power train design approaches
for those vehicles reviewed in Tables 3-1 through 3-4 was obtained
and is summarizes! In 'fable 3-5. With this information, and the
literature reviewed, notable trends and common practice include:
!	 The most common motor type is the DC series
wound motor with an SCR controller. Significant
interest has been found in the separately excited,
shunt wound motor.
0	 Flower cooling of motors Is common.
r	 Most transmissions are fixed speed reducers.
0	 The use of low rolling resistance tires, roller
type bearings and efficient ( i .e. , not hypoid)
gearing Is desired.
2	 A single motor transversely mounted near the driven
wheels (front or rear) appears most consistent with
the overall vehicle package design.
O	 An objective systems tradeoff study is required to
optimize power train design for a particular
mission.
it
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TABLE 3--5 FREQUENCY OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE DESIGN APPROACH
w
-1}
Feature Number*
Total number of vehicles reviewed 37
Motor Types
DC Series wound 23
DC Separately Exciter[ 7
AC polyphase induction 2
Blower Cooling of Motor 13
Controller Types
Battery Switching (Contactor) 6
Solid State (AC or DC) 27
Transmission Types
Fixed Gear Reduction 20
Manual Gear Change 4
Automatic Gear Change 6
Continuously Variable 3
Power Train Configuration
Rear Motor and Drive B
Front Motor and Drive 3
Conventional > >
*	 Complete data not available for all vehicles.
I
II
jl
ii
l
In summary it appears ti-A since battery type and weight
directly determine the amount of energy, and since the total mass
to be propelled is proportional to vehicle weight, battery type and
weight are the two main factors in determining vehicle performance.
A power train which can efficie, -tly convert battery energy into
mechanical energy over the driving cycle is essential to - tirlize
the use,of the limited energy.
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3.2 MOTOR AND CONTROLLERS
The subject of electric motors for vehicle traction applications
has a long and varied history. The first electric drive system to
gain prominence vms the Ward-Leonard system patented in the early
1690's. Since then, complex electronic controls have been developed
utilizing sophisticated solid state technology and motor control tech-
niques.
3.7.1	 Alternating Current (AC) Motors
AC Motors are extensively used In constant speed applications.
The most popular type of integral horsepower alternating current
motor Is the polyphase induction motor. Induction motors may be
either squirrel cage or wound rotor types.
Compared to a direct current machine of comparable performance,
a "squirrel cage" induction machine has the following advantages:
a	 Lower- cost,
®	 Greater ruggedness,
a	 Brushiess,
0	 Lower weight, and
•	 Lower maintenance.
Features of the wound--rotor motor include:
m	 Use of slip rings in the rotor circuit to provide
a means of varying the effective rotor resistance.
s
	
	 Rotor control circuitry isolated from the high
power stator supply.
Figure 3-2 illustrates the torque-speed characteristics of a typical
Induction motor at constant voltage and frequency. Two values of rotor-
resistance are Illustrated. Induction motors with high resistance rotors
are less efficient than motors with low resistance rotors.
23
High rotor resistance
f°'
TORgUE
M OF FULL,
LOAD)
to o
0	 ^
rotor resistance
RPM
Figure 3-2 Induction motor characteristic
3.x.2	 AG Motor Controllers
Since induction motors with low rotor resistance always operate
near synchronous speed, the only effective method of controlling speed
's by varying the synchronous speed which is proportional to lime fre-
quency. To avoid magnetic saturation of the iron, as frequency is
reduced, the applied voltage must also be proportionally reduced. A
block diagram of a typical variable voltage, variable frequency inverter
Is shown in Figure 3-3. Because the hardware is generally large and
costly, these systems have a limited range of practical applications.
l 	 O
4 THREE
DC	 CHOPPER
rill
PHASE	 M
INVERTER
TRIGGER LOGICCIRCUITS
SPEED REFERENCE
VOLTAGE
+ E CflN t ROLLED
'	 CURRENT FEEDBACK 05C.
VOLTAGE FEEDBACK
Figure 3-3 Variable voltage, variable frequency inverter
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Wound rotor motors may be similarly controlled. However, for
this type of motor, speed control is typically achieved by varying the
effective rotor resistance. As shown in Figure 3- -2, a constant fre-
quency, constant voltage power source may be used to drive the motor
primary coils and speed control is obtained by varying the effective rotor
resistance. Usually this control technique uses series resistors which
result in relatively high power dissipation in the rotor circuit and
adversely affects overall machine efficiency. There are other techniques
which feed the excess power back to the source and are useful for limited
applications,	 I .
Further technical improvements are necessary before AC induction
motor controllers can be a practical part of an electric vehicle power
train.
3.2.3	 Direct Current (DC) Motors
Most existing battery powered vehicles consist of industrial vehicles,
such as forklift trucks, tractors, and golf carts. These market areas
utilize DC (direct current) motors almost exclusively. The characteristics
of direct current motors that are attractive for traction applications Include,
high torque at low speed and ease of speed control.
25
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In addition, several motors are availatale off-the-shelf in the performance
range required for on-the-road electric vehicles.	 Suppliers include:
e Baldor 0 Prestolite
a General Electric a Reliance
a Gould a Westinghouse
e Lawnel a Century
In general, direct current machines are classified by the method of
energizing the field. The most common types are:
a	 Series,
a	 Shunt, and
a	 Permanent magnet.
Characteristics for a typical ser'.es motor are shown in Figure 3 -4.
7 RQUE
Figure 3-4 DC series motor characteristics with constant
applied voltage.
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Situnt wound motors are typicnily ust. d where) speed "ntrbl is
desired. Tills type of inotor remilly lends Itself to contr•ollK,1 braking
and regmar•ative applicatlans since thn pow pilt" In tlra Hold clrcult is
much lower than the powu in th© w ,maturo uircult.
Permanant magnet motors aro iniZerently more officient duce to
the fact t1int no a\torturl flald supply Is required. Speed is direct4l
proportional to arniatura voltt3ge and tho speed-torquer curvo and the
cvtr •rr3nt tarqttrr etrr •va aro c trlto linear, pormanotzt trlrctnet motors 11,110
tvallable In fraetional horsopowor and vvwy tote Intogral horsopower
sixes only.
Direct current machines using wound fields ht^ve Boon genorally
^nstrttetod for speelfilc cai^flciuratic^ns. Sol°los filc^ttt rrlc^i •or's aro ^^enotail^^
applied in torelue demand situations wlwro preclso .peed contivi Is not
retluh•ed. Shunt wound motors aro ^jenr vafly utill.-iM with Constant lard.
varlablo speed applicatlons whetro preelse, speed control Is required.
Both configuratlrans have loon uttii--cd In etiperltm^tlt:^i electric i^as^sorihor
typo vehletes With varlod succoss
5.2.4	 pc Motor Controllers
Spoed c untr-ol of dh , cLct ctrrront rnotore, Ina)3 Eio obtained by field
control, ar•niature voltago control. or a	 of Lvoth. Thes-0
methods result In varying nuito r° speed:= torque t,t^:rracteri;:tic:: , Hold
control of a shunt motor can bo obtained with a small r1wostat In the
circult with little lass as the flold current Is low. Armaturc, voltgje
control can be performed In a similar manner. Armaturo currents,
however, are high. up to 25 tImc}s grmiter than tho bold current, s«
this method involvas bulky cwgvnents kited is loss offiiclent.
Battery Switching is a straight fci-w.,ird mvtlwy i of direct current
motor control. using this mothod, the armotury voltage'. Is varied by
Stopping the motor cornrl?etions nemiss fl\end Inc.romonts of the con)[wito
battery. Specific chartrcoteristics tit this tochniquo arc':
0	 Controls requiry only contoctor . anO."tw c$iorR`lof* -
ft
	
Without current limiting stele c.ht3n jos In vvdtagt•
result In jovky oporatlon.
0	 High starting currents arc, shared by several
laattet • ies In parapet.
Without care in baltanc Ing tho battory sysWm loading,
unevo-n dlschat-ging and pren`:iture battory f€rllu1•0 may
result •
2^we
—a4	 RR
A typical four step controller Using six balanced battery sections is
shown with a series motor In Figure 3-5. Operation may be improved
by adding a series resistor in the armature circuit. Unless the
resistance Is removed from the circuit once speed Is attained, speed
regulation will be poor due to the resultant voltage drop across the
resistance as the motor is loaded. The series resistance must also
be capable of very high power dissipation at reduced motor speeds.
FIELD
+	 Figure 3-5 Six step controller. The contactors are energizedh	
in the following sequence: t & 2 (IV), 2 & 3 (2V), none
{311), 1 & 3 (4V), 4 (,V), 3 (6V), V is the Individual
battery voltage.
Another method of direct current motor speed control Is obtained
by "chopping". A chopper control applies an effective variable voltage
across the motor through the use of the well known switching technique
shown in Figure 3-6. The duty cycle may be proportioned by controlling
the "on" time pulse width, the pulse repetition rate, or both. This
method of control is extensively used in industrial vehicles such as
forklift trucks. Characteristics of this type of control include:
r
	
	 Effective motor voltage is proportional to the
battery voltage times the switching duty cycle,
e	 rower transfer I: smooth,
;^1	 0	 Electronic packagt has established reliability,
o
	
	 Technique Is considerably more complex
than the battery switching technique, and
0
	
	 Control Is attained with low power components but
actual power switching components are large and
expensive.
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Figure 3-6 Chopper Control Waveforms.
There are a number of manufacturers currently manufacturing
chopper controls for series wound motors. They include:
10	 Cableform
	
a	 Reliance Electric
ti
mf	 General Electric
	 a	 Sevcon
Sevcon and Cableform offer traction motor controllers with integral
regeneration capability. Since most chopper type controls utilize
thyristors or silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR) they are generailly
referred to as SCR controllers.
The direct current motor control techniques described above
are applicable to the electric vehicle and have been utilized with most
configurations of DC motors.
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3.2.5	 Vehicle Control Requirements and Summary
An integrated traction control system for an electric vehicle is
still an unfilled need. Many have been developed utilizing sophisticated
logic packages incorporating both analog and digital techniques to integrate
vehicle controls. A general purpose system is, however, not available.
Experimental vehicle designs vary extensively in the complexity of the
electronics utilized for the controller. The least complex is a simple
transistor gating .circuit utilizing discrete components. The most complex
involves a 16 bit microcomputer providing complete real-time control of
all vehicle dynamic parameters. To date no complete specifications have
been identified, nor total package developed, for an integrated traction
control system. The requirements for a total electronic control system
needs definition within such areas as:
m	 Accelerator -- If an objective is to duplicate conventional
vehicle behavior, the accelerator position should be a
torque demand control input. However, it is possible
to provide other schemes such as speed control. Also,
the electronic control of transmission gear ratios has
not been significantly addressed.
Brakes - Definition of requirements for blending of
electrical (dynamic or regenerative) brakes with friction
brakes is needed. For example "coasting" could result
when releasing pressure from the accelerator or at an
intermediate position so that the "feel !° of engine braking
is obtained.
a	 Operator Override - There are no specifications to require
a means for an operator to disconnect the vehicle in an
emergency. This may be a desirable feature in a practical
electric automobile.
®	 Battery Monitoring -- The existing criteria most commonly
used for determination of battery condition is battery
voltage. A specification for state-of-charge as a function of
charge depletion an.' charge replenishment due to
regeneration should -je developed.
As a summary, Table 3-6 presents an overview of the motor/
controller assessment for electric vehicle traction applications.
t
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TASK ti 3-6 MC}'3 ORICONTROLLER SUMMARY
DC StILINT WDLINP,
AC INDUCTION W SrRIES WOUND SEPARATELY EVITfn
Petmary Appticalion Ctrnsttnt sexed Variable sfir0 Vortatde steed
torque cfmntvaf speed control
Motor 5txe Comptial, light iltodcrate 8lweraw
weight
Motor Cost Low M-werale Moderate
Motor Reliability High, brushtess Mrderait Moveraw
Torque'5peed Low starting torque, High starting tor que, thgh low spocd Ior,2ur,
Characteristic maximum at higher dK(CaSeS with terra do:rrasts i%Qh speti+
speed
Controller Pot, Complhx, multiphase Proven SCR sheoper, An extension of series
lariablit Spvid varlable voltage and excellent lornuo motor IochnigUes, armature
fre.-luency regutatton and field control,	 ox.ttlent
stwed re-gulation
Controllable As much as 8 1 is feasible Limited by maximum s peed Limilecd by maximum sPecd
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3.3 MECHANICAL ELEMENTS OF AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE POWER TURIN
In addition to the orator and controller, an electric vehicle power
train typically consists of.
0	 A transmission to transform the high speed, low torque
characterl- tics of the Motor to the low speed, high torque
road load;
a	 A differential to allow power transfer as the vehicle negotiates
curves;
0	 Bearings, drive shafts, universals and related mechanical
hardware,
o	 Tires and brakes.
The nature of these components in the conventional automobile is reasonably
well known. However, since little attention to fuel economy (efficiency) was
required as this hardware evolved, a review of the state-of-the-art was -
undertaken to identify systems appropriate for the electric vehicle applica-
tion.
3.3.1
	
Transmissions
A simple calculation illustrates the need for rotational speed
reduction in an electric vehicle power train. For the case of 0.51 m
(24 Inch) diameter tires on a vehicle travelling at 88 km/h (55 mph)
the rotational speed of the tire is 770 RPM. Electric motors typically are
designed to operate at several thousand (say 2) RPM. Thus an overall speed
reduction in the order of 3: 1 is required. In addition, empirical motor
data shows higher efficiency in the high speed, low torque region.
Transmissions can generally be classified according to:
Type of shift
None (fixed ratio reduction)
Manual
-	 Automatic
4
r
i
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a	 Ratio Incrementation
-	 Discrete
Continuous
0	 Principle elements
Gear
-	 Belt or Chain
-	 Rolling traction
-	 Hydrodynamic
-	 Hydrostatic
-	 Clutches
-	 Combinations of the above
Table 3-7 lists several sources of transmission components and systems
Identified during the present study. The list is not, by necessity, All
inclusive.
Fixed ratio reducers are numerous and are availabW in many
packaged forms as well as on a build-to-sult basis. They can be
classified somewhat by the type of gearing, belt or chain elements
used. For example,
Gear types include
Spur
Helical
Worm
Bevel
Belt types Include
-	 V-belt
Toothed (timing) belts
Flat belts
p	 Chain types Include
--	 Standard roller type
-	 Special
a^
,x
TABLE 3-7 MANUFACTURERS OF CANDIDATE TRANSMISSIONS
j
COMPANY	 TYPE
r`
j.
I k
American-Standard CVT - iluld drive
Dearborn, Michigan
Amer and Co. MIT - traction type
Mannedorf, Switzerland
Emit Seeklege Multiratio planetary - auiomatic shift
Willow'ck, Oluo
Chrysler Corp Standard automotive tnanucl L automaue
East Syracuse, New York. N.Y. transmissions
Chrysler Marine Standard outonicitive insnuat L auM."tir
Marysvilic. Michigan transmissions
Dana Corporation litanual shift, hydrostatic and fixed ratio
Auburn. Indiana post type
Eaton Corp Fixed ratio pair reducers
Itlarshatt, Michigan
Excelermtlic Ctrl - tractian typr
Austin, 'Texas
Fafnir Bearing; Cc CVT - traction type
Nee. Brttmm. Connecticut
Floyd Drives Cc. CVT - tractior. type
Denver, Coiorad,
Fluid Di ive Enn-near,n£ Co Fluid torque converter L variable /poet
Ktlrncttt,	 Illinois "V" Felt
Ford Moto r Co. Standard autca rntive nunual L autcmaa_
Livonia, Atichigmn transmissions
Gates Rubber Co. Belts for variable speed bell drives
Denver, Colorauc
Graham Transmrss.ons, Inc CVT - tracuon type
Menomonee Falls, 14mconsm
Mans Meynau Gmbh CVT - traction snd "V" belt types
Germany
Industrial Terlonics. Inc. CVT - traction type
Alin Arbor . Michigan
McKee Engineering Corp. Modiried STD automotive sutom tic
Palatine, Illinois transmission
litarathon -LISA Inc. C1T hydtosutic type
Stx^ `ord	 Connecticut
Morse Chain D+v Fixed ratio chain L W% types
Ithaca, Ilea York
i
Y
. T.,.
l	
.
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Nsureag Gmbli CV7 traction type
Wueri. Was%Gal'many
SRF M hydrostatic
Jerusalem, Israel
Sumitomo llaehinery Co. Ltd. CVT-various traction elament types
Carlsmdt, fief+Jersey
Walter Chery CVT
iSsadville, Pannsylvanis
Wormer Gear Div. Fixed ratio goer reducers
flurtclr. Indisru
jDactronlatit: lncarporsted CVT - varlabls slip Iluid drive
Cleveland, Ohio
EhicArsiratic Drive Carp. V7 - variable ratio "'V" belt
Fort Worth, Texts
Holton Axle G Transmission Fixed ratio transmissions
Juneau. ifiiscontln
Falrfield Manufacturing Co., ktr, Fixed ratio pear raducsrs
Lafayette. indwrui
Winsmlth CVT - traction type and fixed ratio poor
Spr ingfie l d. Haw York radvcars
SEY. - Eurodrive CVT - traction and self typos, fixed ratio
p ruChsal. %&V Germany Dear ra iucers
AV$ Ltd.
EnRIang Nigh efficiency Nobs sarque Converter
Ste Rite CVT hydrasLtic type
Rpgreea CVT hydrostatic type
Ernodrive Inc.
Tray. Ohio CVT traction type
LeweNan Mfg Co-
Columbus, Ohio CVT guilty type
Reliance Electric Co. CVT - pulley type
Cleveland. Ohio
Lovejoy Ott. CVT - W" belt type
Downers Grovs, llliinols
i
	
t	 I
	 s
	
d
I
e
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TABLE 3-7 I&iANUFACTURERS OF CANDIDATE TRANSMISSIONS (Conttd)
COMPANY	 'TYPE
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•The efficiency of gear reducers can vary widely but spur gear sets have
efficiencies that typically exceed 98%. Special gear systems offer high 	 +
F	 reduction ratios in small compact packages. These include:
e	 Planetary t
i	 ..
a	 Harmonic
e	 Planocentric
The planetary system is quite common in transmissions and is attractive
due to an inherently high power to weight ratio.	 i
V
Belt or chain type reducers are candidates for fixed ratio electric 	 3
transmissions as they, also, can be very efficient. A special chain type
"	 produced by Borg Warner, the Morse HI-VO chain bears special attention. 	 i
Power transmission efficiencies for this chain used in actual drives,
within rated limits, are claimed to be as high as 99.5%. This chain 	 .
has been used as a drive train component in the CAA Van III (Ref. 39)	 3 .
'i	 as wel I as the Lucas Taxi (Ref. 25) . Chains have been proven, by their
extensive use in motorcycles, as an effective vehicle drive train component.
j	 Multi ratio transmissions of the type currently used in conventional
automobiles have distinct compatibility and availability advantages.
As such they have found application in many of the conversions discussed
previously. These transmissions include:	 ;F
Current automotive manual and automatic shifting
	
{ `
transmissions,	 f
Standard and automatic transmissions used on other
	 i
vehicles such as motorcycles, small tractors and other
specialty vehicles, and
r_
Several conversions have used standard manual transmissions more
for the readily available fixed- ratio reducer than for the multi-
speed feature. In those cases, I.ttle effort was made to select multiple
	 €
gear ratios, but rather the transr ission was left in a single, "best
overall", gear. In general consurier trends within the automotive
market clearly discourage the use of a manually shifted transmission.
The successful search for an efficient, automatic transmission will,
	
l
therefore, enhance acceptance of the electric vehicle.
a
	 Standard transaxie assemNies.
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Standard eautomoble automatic transmissions that have been
applied to electric vehicles include:
61	 The Chrysler 3-speed automatic (without torque
converter) as applied to the CIA Van (Ref. 38) and
The Renault transaxie as applied to the EVA Metro sedan
(Ref. 12) .
The use of thfAse transmissions In electric vehicles involves consideration
of several factors,
The shift control heeds modification to 'properly interface with
electric controls,
r!	 A power drain n. ?5 - 2.2 kw (1 -3 hp) is typical due to the
Internal hydraulic circuit, and
e^	 Although the torque converter- is a source of inefficiency
It serves to provide some degree of shock isolation within
the power train,
Advanced Systems Ltd. of England has developed a transmission which
Is claimed to be as much as 25% more efficient than conventional units.
It employs a Hobbs torque converter coupled to a Borg-1V;arner automatic
transmission (Ref. 52 and 53) . This system has been demonstrated In
to del Ivary van (Ref, 30) .
Figure 3-7 presents efficiency data for a typical "Detroit" automatic
transmission with a torque converter. This data serves to illustrate
typical transmission behavior, Efficiency data for the Hobbs torque
converter Is given In Figure 3-8. in goner-tat. a torque converter In
series with the transmission gives poor low speed efficiency and depresses
the overall off icioncy throughout the speed ranee.
There has been a good deal of Interest and activity In the area of
continuously variable transmissions (CVT) within the past several years.
In essence, the torque converter itself Is a form of CVT. Such mechanical
power transmission equipment has long been available for Industrial
applications and scaled designs are being offered for vehicle use. A
summary of the state -of -the-cart In industrial traction drives is presented
In Table 3--8. The high weight per Horsepower rating Is, generally,
due to the fact that these units are packaged for Industrial, rather than
vehicular, use. However, the basic drive concepts may he applicable
to the electric vtaHicle.
t !'
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Figure 3-7 Efficency and speed ratio of a typical "Detroit"
automotive transmission with a torque converter. 1, 2 and 3
refer to speed ratios. This data was taken at the "wide open
	
f
throttle" condition.
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Figure 3-8 Performance characteristics of "Hobbs" torque
converter built by Advanced Vehicle Systems.
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`	 TABLE 3-8 INPUT/OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF TRACTION DRIVES
TYPE SUPPLIER
RATING
I P
RATIO
RANGE
OUTPUT SPEED
1750-RPM
INPUT
WEIGHT. LB .
WITHOUT MOTOR
10 HP	 100 HP
EFFICIENCY
Q
Ring-Cone
With Graham 1/15-5 3:1 0-500 -- -- 95-90
plw3etnry
Graham-
Shimpo SCM 1/8-5 4:1 112-450 -- -- 8:
dual with Graham-
planetary Shimpo Ohl 1/8-5 10:1 300-0-360 60
single cone Graham-
Shimpo NT 1/16-2 10:1 5-500 -- -- 6C
V arl ator
ball Eaton 112-16 9.1 600-5400 600 - 75-93
Winsmith-
Allspeed 1/4-15 9:1 500-5240 375 -- 75-90
roller Koppers-
Kopp 1-100 12:1 250-3000 265 1275 83-94
Parker-
Unicum 1/4-20 8:1 300-2500 480 -- 77-92
Free Ball
Floyd 1/3-11/2 1.0,1 to ± 1750 -- -- 80
TEK-
Contraves 1-25 40:1 80-3500 180 -- 85 90
Disc
planetary ITI Disco-
Len«e 1/3-15 6:1 200-1200 230 -- 75-64
Beier Sumitomo 114-220 4:1 360-1440 400 4200 80-87
Toroidal
David Brown- 1/3-5.5 7.1 600-4200 -- -- 80
11eWI Belt
Sadi
FMC-PIV 7.5-75 6:1 715-4200 310 1280 85-90
T511P1
Scurcc:	 Power Transmission Desim Novemtrcr. 1975.
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Some of the more promising CVT's which were identified during
the search for components are discussed in the following paragraphs.
e The basic automotive torque converter is, essentially,
a CVT with slip. The Hobbs (Ref.52) design offers
an efficiency of about 90% at speed ratios from 0.6 to
0.95. See Figure 3 -8,
9	 Excelermatic, Inc. of Austin, Texas, offers a cone
roller type CVT which has been demonstrated in an
internal combustion engine vehicle (Ref. 54).
Efficiencies of about 90% have been obtained above
20 mph. An illustration of this transmission is given in
Figure 3-9.
e	 A hydrostatic - gear - flywheel hybrid transmission
has been demonstrated by SRF, Jerusalem, Israel,
Efficiencies of 86 to 91% over a speed ratio of 16: 1 are
claimed.
a	 Hans Heynau GmbH, Germany offers a line of
infinitely variable drives with optional electric
control.
One, based on a ring come traction system,
is available in sizes to 5 hp and speed ratios
of 9: 1. Figure 3- 10 illustrates the mechanical
portion. Power is transmitted from the steel
ring which, under tension, connects each pair
of steel cones on the input and output shafts.
The ring rides on the surface of the cones.
Variable output speeds are ?orovided by an
axial movement of the cones which are
rigidly connected by the rods.
Another is a variable pitch V-belt drive which
is typical of a generic type available from
several other suppliers. It is rated up to 20 hp
and has an adjustable speed range of 6: 1.
Figure 3 - 11 illustrates the system. The output
speed is varied by axial displacement of the
movable side of the input pulley. The spring
loaded output pulley automatically follows the
altered effective radius. Similar systems are
available from such domestic manufacturers as
Reliance Electric of Cleveland and Lewellen Man-
ufacturing of Columbus, Indiana.
r,
^	 r
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Figure 3-- 9 Excelermatic Transmission. A continuously variable
ratio of 100: 1 is achieved by coupling a traction drive to a
regenerative gear set.
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o	 Fafnir Bearing of New Britain, Conn., supplies a
manually controlled traction drive which is used in
lawn and garden tractors. It is available in sizes up
to 20 hp with a 2.6:1 ratio change. Figure 3-12 illustrates
the system. The traction-drive races and regenerative sun gear
are both driven by the input shaft. The traction-drive and re-
generative gears have a common carrier. The traction--drive carrier
ratio is changed by adjusting the outer race spacing which changes
the rolling contact angles. The output ring gear speed is determined
by the summation of the sun gear and traction-drive carrier speeds.
As the traction-,drive is reduced the output shaft goes to neutral and,
on further reduction, into reverse.
a	 One of the few CVT's available with electrical controls
is offered by Electromatic Drive Corporation. This
transmission is a variable pitch V-belt drive (based upon
Salisbury Corp. components) . The pitch diameter of the
drive pulley is changed by driving a ball nut on a lead
screw by means of a hysteresis brake. The driven pulley
Is spring loaded. An illustration of the CVT is given in
Figure 3-13. The Electromatic weighs 30-40 pounds, and
consumes about 5 watts of electrical power to shift.
Mechanical efficiencies above 90 % are claimed and this
system has been demonstrated in the URBA car (Ref. 55)	 1-
A similar electrically controlled CVT is manufactured by t	 +
Lovejoy, of Downers Grove, Illinois for industrial
applications. In addition, the DAF division of Volvo has had
a V-belt system in the field for several years.
Hydrostatic transmissions are finding increasing application in
Industrial and agricultural machinery. They offer continuous ratio
change by varying the coupling between a hydraulic pump on the input
shaft and a hydraulic motor on the output shaft. Due to the multiple
transfer- of power between mechanical and hydraulic circuits the over-
all efficiency of hydrostatic drives are limited and not considered
adequate for the electric vehicle application,
The transmission plays an interacting role with the motor and
control system within a power train. Because of the large tirre spent 	 j
In speed and torque change (accelerating) the relative performance of
transmissions cannot be evaluated without an analysis over a driving
cycle. Size and weight, efficient
	
, -an a of ratio	 iY	 g	 y, power capability,	 g 
change, controlability and reliability are some of the general selection
criteria.	 r
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Figure 3-12 Fafnir continuously variable drive.
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Figure 3-13 Electromatic V-Belt drive transmission
The purpose of a differential as used in a vehicle is to allow
relative motion of the drive wheels to occur during cornering. A
cross section of a typical automotive differential is shown in Figure 3-14.
Variations of this standard type of differential, which are within
the state-of-the-art and applicable to electric vehicles, include the
fo!lowing:
•	 Replacement of the power input bevel gear pair
with a belt drive, chain drive or spur gear pair, and
•	 Insertion of the differential within a transaxle housing
as is typically done in some compact vehicles.
When the vehicle is not cornering, the efficiency of the mating
bevel gears is irrelevant since they are not rotating relative to each
other. The major energy losses in a typical differential occur at
the power input gear pair and because of lubricant viscosity and
splash effects. When the input gear is of the hypoid type,
typical overall efficiency of a differential/axle assembly at
rated capacity is 92%. Chain drive or spur gear inputs yield
98% efficiencies.
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Figure 3-14 Typical automotive differential
Some sources of differential gearing, differentials, and total
differential axle assemblies are listed in Table 3-9. There are few
standard assemblies in this category but many firms are able to build
production versions of special designs.
3.3.3	 Brakes
Disc and drum brakes are commonly used on automotive vehicles
with the disc offering superior stopping capability and fade resistance.
For the electric vehicle a pplication, regenerative braking appears attractive
and if implemented, hydraulic brakes will experience a reduced thermal
load. When comparing disc xvi±h drum brakes, major considerations are:
	
•	 Disc brakes weigh more than drum brakes with the
weight penalty for a set of four approximately 6.8 - 20 kg 	 1
(15 - u5 lb) .
	
•	 Drag losses of 2.6 - 4 N-m (2 - 3 ft-lb) are typical with
disc brakes and are essentially zero with drum brakes.
	
t	 Since drum brakes can be designed to be self-
energizing, pedal pressures are lower than with
disc brakes.
Therefore, the state-of-the-art power train should incorporate drum brakes,
without power assist, based on the be^tefits of low weight and low residual
draa.
1	 +
Table 3-10 lists potential sources for electric vehicle hydraulic
brake systems.
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TABLE 3-10 BRAKE MANUFACTURERS
Bendix Corporation, Goodyear Industrial Brakes
South Bend, Indiana Berea, Kentucky
B. F. Goodrich, Gould Inc.
Akron, Ohio St. Louis, Missouri
Delco Moraine, Hurst/Airheari Products Inc.
Dayton, Ohio Chatsworth, California
Eaton Corporation, Mercury, Division of Apro Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio Canton, Ohio
Electroid Company, Midland Ross
Union, New Jersey Owosso, Michigan
Friction Products, Minnesota Automotive Inc.
Medina, Ohio North Mankoto, Minnesota
Gerdes Products Company, Tool-O-Matic
Vandalia, Ohio Minneapolis, Minnesota
Girling Warner Electric Brake E Clutch Company
Troy, Michigan Beloit, Wisconsin
d 1
I^
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TABLE 3-9 MANUFACTURERS OF DIFFERENTIALS AND AXLES
Chrysler Corporation, K-8 Axle Co., Inc.
East Syracuse, New York Los Angeles, California
Dana Corporation, Lear Siegler, Inc.
Auburn. Indiana Detroit, Michigan
Eaton Corporation, Napco Industries
Cleveland, Ohio Hopkins, Minnesota
Fairfield Manufacturing Co. Rockwell International,
Lafayette. Indiana Troy, Michigan
Hanaur Machine Works, Inc. Saginaw Steering Gear Division
Avon, Minnesota Saginaw, Michigan
Holtan Axle and Transmission Co. The United Mfg, Co.
Juneau, Wisconsin Cleveland, Ohio
a
i
:,
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3.3.4	 Tires
0	 Rolling resistance
o	 Wheel and tire weight and size
Stopping performance
•	 Ride and handling quality
o	 Wet weather performance
Important parameters pertaining to tire selection for the electric 	 { '
vehicle include:
For the preliminary design of the power train, rolling resistance, size and 	 }
weight are most significant. The other factors are strongly related to
the overall vehicle and suspension system design.
Wheel and tire weight should, obviously, be minimized for an
efficient vehicle design. One way to minimize weight is to eliminate the
spare tire. Firestone's ACT radial tire, with its "run-flat" capability,
accomplishes this although each tire is somewhat heavier than a standard
radial. Generally, weight is related to size and it would appear that smaller
tires and wheels ai^e optimum. However, the behavior of rolling resistance
tends to cloud this choice.
Tire rolling reshAance is generally defined as the force resisting
vehicle motion due to tire hysteresis and the interaction of the tire with
the road surface, It is usually expressed as resisting force per unit of
tire load. Typical vaiues are .098 to .196 N/kg (.01 to .02 lb/lb) although
data as low as ,059 N/kg (.006 lb/lb) have been reported (Ref.39 ) . Tire
companies obtain rolling resistance data by means of drum tests under
"free rolling" or "coasting" conditions. Although most of our knowledge
of tire behavior is based on such data, there is some question {Ref. 56 )
as to the validity of applying these results to the real case when torque
is transmitted through the tire to the road. Figure 3-15, for example,
illustrates that the use of the "free rolling" data may be significantly in
error when calculating power losses over a driving cycle.
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Figure 3--15 Apparent roiling resistance of cross-ply
tires during braking and driving. Both ordinate
and abscissa are normalized with respect to the
supported load per tire.
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	 Tire rolling resistance has received a good deal of attention recently 	 f
(Refs. 56, 57, 58 5 59 -) . Investigators have attempted to ascertain
the dependence of rolling resistance on such factors as:
o	 inflation pressure
I^
a	 Load
o► 	 Cord design (belt, bias, radial)	 i
o	 Cord and tread material 	 #°
i
o	 Tire wear
a	 Vehicle speed
•	 Operating time
•	 Size
a.
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Figures 3-16 through 3-20 present the results of some of this research.
j	 It should be noted from this data thaftire rolling resistance:
•
i
•
•
y •
s
•
Decreases with increased inflation pressure
(Figure 3-16),
Increases with load independently of rated capacity
(Figure 3-17),
Is lowest with radial construction (Figure 3-18),
Decreases as wear increases (Figure 3-18),
Increases with vehicle speed in a nonlinear- manner
(Figure 3-18),
Decreases assymptotically to an equilibrium value
as operation time increases (Figure 3-19) ,
Is independent of tire size (Figure 3-20) , and
Is independent of cord material (Ref. 59) .
Goodyear has recently announced the development of an "elliptic"
tire (Ref. 60 ) which features.
•
•
•
•
An elliptical sidewall profile
Of steel belted, polyester carcass, radial construction
A relatively low, 65, aspect ratio
A high inflation pressure (typically 35 psi) .
Rolling resistance as much as 34 percent lower than
standard radials.
This tire may be epplied to 1980 model automobiles.	 t
s
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Some potential sources for tires are listed in Table 3-11. Represen-
tative rolling resistance values are presented in Table 3-12. /analysis of
the data indicates that a value of .098 N/kg (0, 01 lb/lb) is a reasonable
value for a state-of-the-art radial tire. In general, tires for the electric
vehicle should be:
Of radial construction,
B	 With load capacity well in excess of that
required to support the vehicle, and
•	 Inflated to the maximum safe pressure.
3.3.5	 Bearings
Standard engineering practice is to use rolling element bearings
to support the wheels, axles and shafts which are part of a vehicle power
train. !E=xperience has shown that compared to bushings, which,
involve relative surface-to-surface motion and fluid film bearings
(hydrodynamic or hydrostatic), the lubricated roiling element bearing
offers a good compromise between:
e	 Load capacity,
e	 Friction,
0	 Lubricant supply power,
0	 Size,
0	 Wear, and
a	 Cost
Typical overall values of friction coefficients (ratio of friction force
per pound of load) for roiling element bearings are:
a	 Self aligning ball bearings	 -	 .0010
a	 Thrust b0l bearings	 -	 .0013
a	 Single row ball bearings	 -	 .0015
a	 Tapered roller bearings	 .0018
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TABLE 3-11 TIRE SUPPLIERS
	 ".
Armstrong Rubber Company	 Lee Tire E Rubber Company
New Haven, Conn.	 Conshohocken, Pa.
H. F. Goodrich Tire Company Mansfield Tire Corporation
Akron, Ohio Mansfield, Ohio
Cooper Tire Company Michefin Tire Corporation
Findlay, Ohio New Hyde Park, New York
Dayton Tire S Rubber Company Mohawk Rubber Corporation
Dayton, Ohio Hudson, Ohio
Dunlop Tire 6 Rubber Corporation Reynolds Tire E Rubber Corporation
Buffalo, New York Brooklyn, New York
Firestone Tire E Rubber Company The Goodyear Tire f Rubber Company
Akron, Ohio Findlay, Ohio
General Tire and Rubber Company Uniroyal Inc.
Akron, Ohio New York, New York
Hercules Tire b Rubber Company
Findlay, Ohio
i o{
r
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TABLE 3-12 REPRESENTATIVE TIRE ROLLING RESISTANCE DATA
	
t
INFLATION ROLLINGMANUFACTURER MODEL LOAD (Ib.) PRESSURE (psi) RESISTANCE (Ib/Ib)
Firestone ACT 940 R4
.014
(P185/65R14)
Firestone CR78 f 5 700 --- .0097
GR7815 1000
---
.0102
Goodyear BR7813 980 24 .010
HR7815 1510 24
.008
i
F
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American holler Bearing Company INA Bearing Company
Pittsburgh, Pa. Cheraw, S.C.
Fafnir Bearing Company Muller Georg of America, Inc.
New Britain, Conn. Schaumburg, 111.
FAG Bearings Corp. New Departure-Hyatt Bearings Div., GMC,
Stamford, Conn. Sandusky, Ohio
FMC Corporation SKI= Industries, Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind. King of Prussia, Pa.
Garlock Bearings, The Timken Company
Thorofare, N.J. Canton, Ohio
The Torrington Company
Torrington, Conn,
TABLE 3--13 BEARING MANUFACTURERS
Even with tapered roller bearings, at each of the four wheels of a 1633 kg
(3600 lb) electric vehicle travelling at about 72 km/h (45 mph), the power
loss is only 0.045 kw (0.06 hp) .
Typically oils and greases increase in viscosity by more than an
order of magnitude as the temperature drops 560C (1000F). However,
viscous forces are only a fraction of the total bearing friction. For
lubrication of gear systems in differentials or transmissions, viscosity
affects are significant and their variation with temperature will be
noticeable.
Since seal power losses can be several times bearing power losses,
low friction seals such as teflon, should be used wherever practical. In
general, reasonable engineering practice will suffice to keep bearing losses
at a minimum.
Table'3-13 presents a list of possible sources for automotive bearings
systems.
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4.0 STATE-OF-THE-ART DOWER TRAIN DESIGN
Having reviewed the state-of-the-art in electric vehicle power train
design, this chapter presents a preliminary design based upon that tech-
nology. Several candidate power train configurations are discussed and
are evaluated using a computer simulation. Finally, a power train which
represents the state-of-the-art is described and its performance is pre-
dicted.
4.1 RF IUIREMENTS
The terms of the contract required that a "state-of-the-art" power
train should consist of componerits which:
a	 Are available off-the-shelf or by special order without
requiring developmental engineering, but
0	 May involve design changes to facilitate mounting without
affecting the intended basic function.
In addition to employing "state-of-the-art" hardware, as defined above,
the electric vehicle power train design must also fulfill a set of performance
specifications, which were also defined in the contract. These are considered
representative of typical urban passenger vehicle usage and are stated as follows:
ao	 The SAE J227a Schedule D driving c ycle (See Ref. 61
•	 A top speed of at least 88 km/h (55 mph) .
a	 The ability to climb a 10% grade at a constant 48 km/h
(30 mph) speed.
The design approach taken was to maximize range over the SAE driving
cycle. A selected power train must be capable of the top speed
	 .
and the hill climb, but range over the cycle was used as the overall
measure of power train efficiency.
	
E
1.
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The SAE procedure specifies a cycle of 122 + 2 seconds which
includes:
®	 Acceleration to 72 + 1.5 km/h (45 + 1 mph) in 28 + 2
seconds.
ea	 Cruise for 50 + 2 seconds
a	 Coast for 10 + 1 second
Brake to a stop for 9 + 1 seconds
o	 Remain stopped for 25 + 2 seconds
Figure 4-1 depicts the velocity-time profile of this cycle. The
shaded areas are drawn to illustrate that only the end points of each
portion of the cycle are specified. Therefore, the shape of the
accelerating portion of the curve is arbitrary and the speed at the end
of the coast period depends upon the vehicle drag characteristics.
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Figure 4-1 SAE J227a Schedule D driving cycle
The following vehicle characteristics were specified for the present
study:
A	 Four passenger, urban type vehicle. *
a	 Vehicle test weight including chassis, support"
systems, batteries and four passengers but
excluding the weight of the power train is
(1293 kg) 2,850 Ibs.
16 EV - 106 batteries
-	 11.7 w-h/lb. , 6B lb. /battery
1.04 w-h/in 3 , 734 In3/battery
--	 96 volts DC system
Operating temperature = 70 + 10 0 F. *
Vehicle frontal area x drag coefficient = 0.56 m 2 (6 ft. 2 ) *
The power train consists of the motor, controller, transmission,
differential, axles, couplings, brakes, wheels and tires for four wheels,
and any associated cooling equipment.
4.2 PRELIMINARY COMPONENT SELECTION
On the basis of the definition of "state-of-the-art" (SOA) hard-
ware and the review of electric vehicle power trains (Chapter 3.0) many
elements of the SOA system can be selected. The following paragraphs
identify those components generically and outline a methodology for
completing the preliminary design.
The series wound DC motor and chopper type controller are well
suited to electric vehicle (EV) power trains. The technology of DC
motors and SCR type controllers is mature and has been successfully
applied to many electrically powered vehicles. An industrial infra-
str.ucture.exists to service these systems which are relatively simple to
understand. The motor can be designed to meet a large variety of
specialized requirements using well known techniques and hardware. In
addition, the solid state controller is inherently capable of high
reliability and low cost. Motors are available in the range of power
rating which can fulfill the electric vehicle requirements. An analysis
will be presented in a later section to size the motor.
Although shunt wound DC motors and AC motors are available in
the basic rating needed for an electric vehicle, there are no off-the-shelf
controllers for these motors. Hence they cannot be applied to a state-of-
the-art design as defined herein.
Several mechanical transmissions are potentially suitable for electric
vehicles. In general, recent consumer buying trends preclude consideration
of manual gear change units. However, fixed ratio reducers, automatic
gear change transmissions or continuously variable transmissions (CVT)
are candidates. Versions of each of these types have been demonstrated
in electric vehicles.
*	 Per specification in contract statement of work.
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Mechanical elements such as gearing, differentials and tires
are available which offer improved efficiency over those which have
been used in conventional vehicles. In general, these utilize rolling
element bearings and high efficiency gearing. Tires of radial
construction, sized with high overload capacity and with high inflation
pressures, offer the lowest rolling resistance.
The rear mounted motor/transaxie or the front wheel drive are
preferred power train architectures. The most common, and practical
approach to packaging the propulsion batteries has been to employ a
central tunnel. Thus a central drive shaft is not feasible. The front
wheel drive package, which is popular on many foreign internal com-
bustion engine vehicles, and the rear- motor/ transaxle, typified by the
Corvair, are two practical alternates. The selection of either approach
has little bearing on the efficiency of the power train design and
should be made by the vehicle designer.
The combination of motor, controller and transmission forms a very
interactive system. The characteristics and efficiencies of these components
vary significantly over a typical driving cycle. Even a basic design
approach such as whether to use a fixed or changeable transmission ratio
cannot be decided on the basis of simple efficiency considerations or intuitive
engineering judgement.
Consider, for example, the extreme case of a CVT versus a fixed
ratio reduction. The CVT will allow motor operation in its high efficiency
range, will require less control range of the motor, and hence a simpler
controller, but it is not clear whether the added weight penalty of the
CVT can be offset through performance gain. The goal is to maximize
the range over the driving cycle. The: battery and motor sizing enters
into this analysis due to the high current draw typical of grade climbing
and acceleration at Iow motor speeds.
Further implications of the need for a careful, and objective trade-
off analysis can be seen when considering the concept of individual
wheel motors. At first it appears that such an approach is not desirable
on the basis of efficiency because motor losses (i.e., end turn losses)
and transmission losses will be greater for the multiple motor design.
However, if fixed ratio reduction is feasible, then lightweight, high
speed, wheel mounted motors, which are individually controlled may
become viable.
The selection of an optimum power train requires a systems
analysis of the hardware operating over the driving cycle. There-
fore, the next section describes the analytical model to be used for this
study.
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e
As part of work performed for the Environmental Protection Agency
under Contract No. EPA-460-3-74-020 and for ERDA under Contract No.
E E(04-3)-1180, the General Research Corporation (GRC) of Santa Barbara,
California developed a computer program for analyzing the performance
r =	 of electrically powered vehicles. This GRC software was employed in
t `.	 the present study.
4.3.1	 Component Mathematical Models
The propulsion system must provide the tractive effort to over-
come the total "road load" on the vehicle and the losses associated with
the power train. For a pure electric vehicle the energy required is
_
	
	 supplied by the storage batteries. 'The calculation of range proceeds
by accounting for this energy consumption as the vehicle operates
repeatedly over a driving cycle until the batteries can no longer
deliver the required power. The power calculation procectes from the
road load to the battery as depicted in f = igure 4-- 2. The following
paragraphs summarize the algorithms used in the GRC model.
j
^i
I
f.
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Vehicle road toad is defined as the sure of aerodynamic drag
and inertia forces.	 The aerodynamic force FA is given by
FA = 500 ACp A V 2 , N
	
(4-1)
i
where:
l
t	 j
= air density, gm/cm3`
C	 = aerodynamic drag coefficient
A	 = vehicle frontal area, m2
V	 = vehicle velocity, m/ s
and the force due to acceleration, Fl is given by
F	 =	 w	 :	 ^'	 1.	 dV/dt 	 ( - z)
r
W	 = vehicle mass
	
k	 .where:	 ^ g	 g #
I 	 Inertia of the ith rotating component
S
(i.e.,	 wheels,	 motor armature, etc.) 	 reflected to the
7 road, kg.
dV/dt = vehicle acceleration, m /s2
a
The vehicle road load is then,. 1
Road Load = 500 P CpAV 2 	+	 9	 + El i 	dV/dt	 (4-3)
i
The term in brackets is an effective mass, since it is the sum of
the vehicle and component inertia.	 The force due to acceleration r
i_ frequently dominates. 	 For example, assume a vehicle whose
total effective mass is 1633 kg ( 3600 lb) with a product of frontal i
area and `aerodynamic drag coefficient,
,1	 ii
1 C A = 0.56 m 2	 (5 ft2 )D ►:. r..:.
f	
.l^
	 t
moving at 72 km/h (45 mph) and accelerating at 0.71 m/sect (0 to 72
l '	 km/h in 20 seconds) . The road load, in this case would be 1296 N
c	 (291 lb) but for steady motion at 72 km /h, it would be only 136 N
(31 ib) .
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A practical approximation for tire rolling resistance is
FR = W (a , + a2 V) , N	 (4-4)
where:
W = vehicle weight, kg
V = vehicle velocity, m/s
a t and a2 are coefficients vdhich can be extracted from
data such as Figure 3-18.
FR/W is usually referred to as the rolling resistance coefficient.
The torque required at the drive wheels is given by
TD = (FIR FA + F l ) R	 (4-5)
where:
R = tire radius, m
TD = torque, N-m
With Known values for efficiency and gear ratios for the differential and
transmission, the motor output torque and speed can be calculated.
The motor model is semi-empirical and assumes a DC series
wound machine with current a function of torque oniv. Losses are
modeled as an equivalent resistance to account for field and armature
ohmic resistance, windage losses and hysteresis losses. The equivalent
resistance is extrapolated from a set of motor characteristic data. ThR
motor equations are:
Power loss = 12Rc
Rc = b i + w b2 + b3 (wj1)2
1 = C 1 + C 2 + C3T2
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Figure 4-3 Basic SCR controller
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where;
I = armature current, amps
Rc = equivalent resistance, ohms
w = motor speed, RPM
T = motor torque, N-m
b2 , b2 , b3
, C i f C2 , C 31 are curve-fit coefficients
Although this model is not particularly sophisticated, it is not intended
for motor design. Its utility is in estimating vehicle performance when
the motor has been specified and when characteristics are available. It
does account for the varying efficiency as a function of operating point
which is crucial to a driving cycle analysis.
Figure 4-3 depicts a model of the static controller. Losses are
assumed to occur as a voltage drop across the SCR when it is conducting
and as a voltage drop across the free-wheeling diode during the "off"
time.
Range Is calculated by depleting the energy stored in the
batteries until the vehicle cannot operate over the driving cycle.
There are several battery models available. For example:
Q	 The Kleckner algorithm based on Peukert;s
equation (Ref. 48) ,
0	 The Hoxie algorithm based on work conducted by
Taylor and 5inek which allows for recuperation
effects (Ref. 49 ), and
The fractional utilization algorithm based on the
Ragone plot (i.e., plot of specific energy density
versus specific power density) (Ref, 62 ) .
The fractional utilization model, which is a simple nattery depletion
(	 algorithm, agreed well with test data (Ref. 62) and was employed for
the present study. It has been reported (Ref. 5 ) that the apparent
capacity of a battery may increase when regeneration is included.
Polarization and sulphation are suspected to be responsible for this
enhanced regeneration. A recent investigation into the pulsed discharge
characteristics of lead-acid batteries (Ref. 51) suggests that similar
`	 "recovery" between pu lses may account for an increase in capacity
In some cases. Experiments presently underway at NASA-LERC may
help to Increase our understanding of battery behavior. The present
investigation includes an enhanced regeneration utilization factor of
1.99 (Ref 5 ) as an upper bound on range over the driving cycle.
A lower bound is given by ignoring this enhancement and accounting
only for the energy regenerated with a 75% efficiency.
4.3.2	 Computer Program Description
The computer program simulates the operation of an electrically
driven vehicle by a sequence of time -velocity pairs. For each time
step specified by the user, the model determines the torque required
from the motor to move the vehicle which in turn determines the power
required from the battery to produce this torque. The distance
traveled by the vehicle and the quantity of energy removed from the battery
during the time step are computed and added to the distance traveled and
energy used in the previous time steps. Wher, the driving cycle is completed,
She distance traveled by the vehicle over the one cycle and the amount of
energy removed from the battery is used to estimate the total range of the
vehicle.
As shown In Figure 4-4 the program consists of several sub-
routines which are described below:
a^
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M	 f=igure 4-4 Computer simulation block diagram
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The input routine (ELVEC) reads in the data required to
run the model and initializes calculations.
	 In addition,
this routine also checks the validity of the data.	 Input
data requirements include:
-	
Vehicle characteristic data, such as vehicle
weight, aerodynamic drag, transmission/
differential efficiency, number of gears and'r'j
gear ratios, motor data and controller data;
-	 Battery data, such as battery weight, battery
power and energy density, number of batteries,
number of cells per battery and battery cell E
voltage; {
-	 Mission profile data, such as the speed of the
vehicle and the grade for "constant speeds'
runs or the driving cycle the vehicle is to
be simulated on for non-constant speed runs. j
a	 The load routine (POWER REQUIREMENTS) Serves to calculate the
torque required to drive the vehicle.	 Using data on the effi-
ciency of the driveline, the model accomplishes this by computing:
-	 The forces exerted on the vehicle due to aero-
dynamic drag, tire rolling resistance and
acceleration; r
-	 The torque and speed required to drive the .'
wheel s;
-	 The torque and speed required at the input to ..,:
the differential and transmission.
The forces exerted on the vehicle, and the power required
at the wheels and transmission, are based on standard
engineering relationships as described in the previous.
sections.
I
.0	 The MOTOR and CONTROLLER routines model the electric motor and
solid state controller.
	
The basic functions of the routine are:
To calculate the armature current, equivalent
resistance and applied terminal voltage required
to match the power input to the transmission;
-	 To calculate the motor and controller losses;
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--	 To calculate the required battery output based on
the above two factors plus motor speed and the
torque required to drive the vehicle (i.e., the
output of the load routine) .
The electric motor is modeled as a direct-current series
wound machine and the solid state controller as a
"chopper" type controller.
0 The BATTERY discharge routine simulates the depletion of
energy from the vehicle's battery. The basic outputs of
this routine are the power discharged from the battery
and quantity of energy consumed. In addition, this routine
also simulates battery recharge during vehicle braking
(i.e., regenerative braking) if desired.
n
	
	 The OUTPUT routine compiles and prints out statistics re-
garding the performance of the vehicle. Primary out-
puts of the model include:
The distance traveled (range) by the vehicle
during the driving cycle selected and the
projected range of the vehicle assuming the
vehicle was operated repeatedly over the
driving cycle until total battery depletion;
-	 A summary of aerodynamic road load, transmission
and motor/controller losses;
-	 A summary of vehicle speed, road load, motor
speed, current and voltage, transmission
efficiency, motor/controller efficiency, overall
efficiency and battery power used, with respect
to time;
-	 The energy efficiency of the vehicle.
The GRC model was applied to calculate the range of an ideal
vehicle, to perform a sensitivity analysis, to aid in sizing the motor
and to evaluate candidate power train configurations.
Since the computer model requires a set of velocity-time pairs,
and since the SAE driving cycle only specifies the and points of the
accelerating portion (0 to 72 km/h in 28 seconds) , some choice for the
velocity profile must be made.
One choice is to use a constant acceleration of:
72 km/h 0.71 m/s228s
Alternatively the 28 second period could be divided into several time
intervals each with its own constant acceleration. Using this method,
a continuous function was selected which represents reasonable driver
action. Such a profile is illustrated in Figure 4-5.
14A,— With Constant
>.	 Acceleration
me
Figure 4-5 - Exponentially decreasing acceleration profile for
SAE driving cycle.
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I`I 	 The coefficients for this profile are set by the following conditions: 	 J}f
0	 The area under all acceleration profiles must be the same
since a given velocity must be reached In the same time. 	 j
o	 The final acceleration is selected, arbitrarily, at 50% of
the constant acceleration of 0.71 m/sZ
For the SAE cycle the initial acceleration is approximately
0. 125 G and at 72 km/h the acceleration drops to 0.037 G.
	
i	 {{
1With the exponential profile the power drain from the battery
Is more nearly constant when compared to the constant acceleration
	 -
case. f= igure 4-6 illustrates this point for a typical simulation run.
50
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ACCELERATION-
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BATTERY	 EXPONENTIALLY
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11:11)	 ACCELERATION
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Figure 4--6 - Battery drain with different acceleration profiles.
The area under these two curves is approximately equal since it
represents energy consumed. The acceleration profile would not
affect energy drain directly but since higher speeds are associated
with greater motor windage and aerodynamic friction one might anticipate
a small difference in favor of the constant acceleration profile. However,
K	
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since the vehicle travels farther with the exponential profile and because
of the desirability of using the battery at constant power drain, the expo- 	 i
nential profile is preferred. Simulations have shown that the exponential
profile improves range over the SAE cycle by about 5%.
t	
I
4.3.4
	
Range of an ideal Vehicle
	 ( ,
The total energy contained in the 16 EV--106 batteries is 	 r
0 6 batteries) x (65 lb/battery) x (11.7 watt-hr/lb) or 12.16B kwh.	 ? l
By assuming that the power train weighs 340 kg (750 lb) , the i
total test weight is 1633 kg (3600 lbs) . If the rolling resistance is
0.098 N/kg (0.01 lb/lb) and the product of the aerodynamic drag'
`	 I	 ^
coefficient and the frontal area is 0.56 m 2 (per Section 4.1) the trac-
tive power necessary to propel a vehicle over the SAE cycle is shown	 k ► ^
in Figure 4-7. The power required for the 88 km/h (55 mph) cruise
and the hill climb is also indicated in Figure 4-7.
f
30
SAE J 227	 SO4 grade,
20 SCHEDULE U	
48 km/h (30 mph)
p	 ^	 Y
a 10	 BB kmlh (55 mph)
LU
Y i
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TIME, Seconds	 Braking	 1
}-	 -20	 1
U
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Figure 4-7 Tractive power required for a 1633 kg (3600 lb)
vehicle.
1
x
If we assume, further, that all other drive line elements (such as
motor, transmission, differential, etc.) are perfectly efficient the
range achievable with a fully charged set of batteries can be estimated. 	 t
Table 4--1 presents the results of such a calculation.
	
4
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CYCLE RANGE km (miles)
SAE J227a, schedule D 82/96* (51/60*)
55 mph constant speed 120	 (75)
30 mph, 10% grade 24 (15)
*	 Without regeneration/with regeneration but no enhancement.
4.3.5	 Sensitivity Analysis
In order to develop a feel for the relative importance of the
basic power train features a sensitivity analysis was performed. The
parameters studied were:
a .	 Vehicle weight
a	 Transmission efficiency
o	 Tire rolling resistance
m	 Regenerative braking
Variations in aerodynamic drag were not investigated since the product of
aerodynamic drag coefficient and frontal area (0.56 m 2 ) was a given vehicle
parameter and is not part of the power train. The results of these simulation
runs are presented in Figure 4-8. The height of each bar represents the
improvement in range as the particular factor varies from minimum to maximum.
In moving from left to right (case to case) the mean value of the previous
parameter was maintained. Since the vehicle used in the simulation was
arbitrary, the absolute values of range are not significant.
This analysis serves to illustrate that different features impact
different portions of the driving pattern. For example:
•	 Regenerative braking improves range over the SAE cycle.
(Figure 4-8 (a)) .
Tire rolling resistance is the major factor affecting
range at top speed. (Figure 4-8 (b)) .
o	 Vehicle weight strongly affects gradeabiliiy. (Figure 4-8 (c)) .
r
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Variable: I	 Variable: Variable: Variable;
Vehicle I Transmission Rolling Regenerative
Weight I	 Efficiency	 I
0
Resistance Braking
I .078 I
" Yes, No
1587
€	 i;	 ^ 0.98 E
181 4 !	 0.65
Vehicle Weight (kg) Variable 1633 163.1 1633
Transmission Efficiency 0,92 Variable 0.92 0.92
Rolling Resistance (N/kg) .137 . 137 Variable .098
Ragnerative Braking Nu No No Variable
Figure 4-8 (b) Sensitivity of range at 88km /h (55mph)
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Figure 4-8 (a) Sensitivity of range over SAE cycle. Regenerative
braking includes enhancement, I
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Vehicle Weight [kg) Variable 1633 1633 1633
Transmission Efficiency 0.92 Variable 0.92 0.92
Rolling Resistance [N/kg) .137 .137 Variable .098
Regnerative Braking No No No Variable
Figure 4-8 (c) Sensitivity of range up a 10% grade at 413 km/h (30 mph)
In addition, the analysis is useful as a method to approximately scale
calculated range as parameters vary. For example, the sensitivity
of range up a 10% grade at 30 mph to vehicle weight is approximately
4/(20x500)-0.0004 mi/mi /lb., so that if a vehicle weighing 1633 kg
(3600 lb) achieved a range of 2.5 miles up this grade, a similar one
weighing 1542 kg (3400 lb) should achieve about 2.7 miles (0.0004 x
200x2.5+2.5).
4.3.6	 Motor Sizing
The tractive power data presented in Figure 4-7 can be used to
approximately size a motor for the power train . This curve is based
on a set of vehicle characteristics which include a maximum vehicle
weight and reasonable tire performance. IC should, therefore, represent
a worst case requirement.
To arrive at a motor size note that the 88 km /h (55 mph) top
speed requires that the motor deliver about 9 kw to the road. By
conservatively assuming an overall driveline efficiency of 50%, a motor
rated at 18 kw (24 HP) can be expected to provide the 25 kw needed for
the gradeability.
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4.4 POWER TRAIN DESIGN
The selection of an optimum power train is based on engineering
judgement as well as the computer simulation and Is representative of
what can be achieved with off-the-shelf, state-of-the-art hardware. As
discussed In Section 4.2, the assessment of the state--of-the-art identified
those components which are available for the electric vehicle
application. In the following sections, specific hardware is selected for
the major elements of the power train. The simulation study was
employed to select a motor/transmission system.
4.4.1	 Power Train Components
The DO series wound motor Is the most common machine uses: in
traction appPica0ons and is recommended by most motor manufacturers
for electric vehicle use. Since suitable state-of-the-art (as defined
for this contract) controllers for either separately excited shunt wound
or AC motors are not commercially available, these types of motors
were precluded from consideration.
The Prestolite EO-26747 motor was selected as a representative
SOA motor. Detailed performance data is available and a shunt wound
version may be ordered in the same frame size. Table 4-2 summarizes
its features and Figure 4-9 gives calculated characteristic data for
several fixed voltages. This information was used in the computer
simulation.
TABLE 4-2	 MOTOR SPECIFICATION
Type Series wound DC with interpoles
i
Manufacturer Prestolite
Model EO-26747
Weight 93 kg
	 [205 lb)
Size 28.6 cm OD x 43 cm L (111" OD x 17" I-)
Power Rating 18 kw	 (24 hp) continuous
Voltage 140 volt nominal
Maximum Speed 4000 RPM
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Type SCR chopper, logic unit, coil and capacitors
Manufacturer Sevoon
Model 7650-4
Rated Voltage 60-130 Volts
Rated Current 750 amps max, 400 amps continuous
Weight 27 kg (6D lb)
5fze Choppper.	 36 cm x 25 cm x 18 cm (14" x 10" x 7")
Logic; 8cmx26cmx IS cm (3"x II"xe")
Coil- 15 cm x 10 cm x 13 cm (6"x 4"x S")
Capacitors;	 25 cm x I3 cm x 75 cm (10" x S" x 6")
f}
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1Figure 4-9 Prestolite EO--26747 motor characteristics.
A solid state chopper with integral regeneration circuitry was
	 1
r,elected. A suitable unit is manufactured by Sevcon and Table 4
- 3
summarizes its features.
i
TABLE 4-3 CONTROLLER SPECIFICATION	 1
t	 J.. A	 I	 It.	 l	 i~	 i	 i	 _..^ _'	 l . _ I	 _ ..: k Y
Table 4-4 lists a typical set of line and directional contactors and
;`.	 Table 4-5 lists typica l mechanical driveline components other than
the transmission. With these elements an overall value of 0.98 N/kg
(.01 lb/lb) conservatively accounts for both tire rolling resistance
'
	
	 and mechanical friction within the bearings and axles. (See Section
3.3.4 and 3.3. 5) .
TABLE 4-4 CONTACTOR SPECIFICATION^^
^, f
J TYPE DIRECTIONAL CONTACTOR PAIR LINE CONTACTOR
Manufacturer Ha Electric HB Electric
Coil Voltage 12 Volts 12 Volts
Weight 4, 5 kg (10 lb) 2.3 kg (5 lb)
1113 39BD122LIBModel HB 33BAl23LIS
i
'T'ABLE 4-5 MECHANICAL DRIVELINE COMPONENTS
COMPONENT SUPPLIER
UNIT WEIGHT
kg (lb)
Modified Differential Dana Spicer 15.9	 (35)
Chain Drive Morse 6.8	 (15)
Drive Shaft and Universals (2) Dana Spicer 6.8	 (15)
Wheel (4) Kelsey-Hayes 9.1	 (20)
Arum Brake (4) Delco -Moraine 9.1	 (20)
Radial Tire (4) Goodyear 9.1	 (20)
Miscellaneous 4.5	 (10)
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Motor/Transmission Selection
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The characteristics, features and performance of ten power train
configurations are described in this section. Each system described was
simulated in operation over the SAE cycle, at a contant 88 km/h (55 mph)
speed and while climbing a 10% grade. These quantitative results
are augmented by several qualitative considerations leading to an
objective choice for the optimum state-of-the--art power train design.
In each case simulated:
•	 The motor was the Prestolite EO-26747 DC series
motor,
®	 The tires were of 0.32 m (12.6 in) radius,
a	 The rolling resistance assumed was 0.98 N/kg (o. 01 lb/lb) ,
s	 The transmission and differential efficiencies were
estimated from manufacturer's data,
•	 A weight penalty (or benefit) was assigned with
respect to a baseline of 1633 kg (3600 lbs) ,
•	 Preliminary computer runs were made to determine
the best gear/transmission ratio, and
o	 Regenerative braking was included both with and without
"enhancement s' (See Section 4.3.1) .
Figures 4-10 through 4-19 depict the configurations and list the simulation
conditions.
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Case 1:	 DC motor directly coupled 	 a hypoid differential.
r (Figure 4-10)	 This is the most common arrangement
found on existing conversions where the internal
I;	 combustion engine and transmission is re laced bg	 R	 Y
an electric motor. Construction is simple and
rugged. However, little concern for matching motor
efficiency to the load is apparent in this approach.
Hypoid gearing is inefficient and efficiency is sensitive
to lubricant temperature.
OR	 Simulation Paraamtert
•	 Weight PSa:ty	 0
•	 Overall Drive Ratio
	
4.2 1
a	 drlvelineEfficiamy
	
0-92
TO
WHEEL
JNIVEP.SALS
Figure 4-1C DC motor directly coupled to a hypoid differential.
-1—, J.-
Case 2:	 Fixed ratio reduction with a hiclh effieiencv chain.
(f= igure 4--11)	 This example serves to illustrate
the benefit of replacing the inefficient hypoid
gearing with a chain drive such as Morse Hy-Vo.
Construction is simple and lightweight. Efficiency of the
chain drive is high and relatively insensitive to tempera-
ture. Motor characteristics are poorly matched over most
of the driving range.
me roR
HIGH EFFICIENCY
CHAIN
Simulation Parameters
e	 Weight Penalty
	
0
a	 Overall Drive Patio 	 4.; t
TOTC	 a	 Drlveline ENtclency
	
0.92
WHEEL	 WHEEL
UNIVERSAL
DIFFERENTIAL
Figure 4-11 Fixed ratio reduction with a high efficiency chain
Case 3:	 Dual Motor drive with fixed reduction chains. (Figure 4-12)
This configuration, or an alternate using coaxial gearing,
	 ?
offers a weight advantage. The chain drive version should
result in the more desirable condition of lower unsprung weight
To compute the range for this case the motor model was that
of a single Prestolite unit but the power train weight was
reduced by LF5 to (too Ibsj . It can be expected that
since smaller motors are generally less efficient than a
single large motor, the predicted range is optimistic. In
addition the technique Best suited to control this pair of
motors has not been defined. A series connection from a
single controller offers an inherent differential action rbUt
may result In unbalanced driving forces. Dual controllers, on
the other hand, subtract from the apparent weight benefit.
The chain drive approach offers high efficiency but the use
of fixed reduction results in poor matching of the motor
to the variable load.
I
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Figure 4-12 Dual motor drive with fisted reduction chains
Slmulsilon Psremoters
e	 Weight Pattslty	 - is Ag (AGO 1b i
a	 Overall Drive Raba	 e.7 1
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Figure 4-13 Standard 3
torque converter,o
automatic tr
	
1.7 1	 32 km/h (21) mph) - 56 km!h (35 mph]
1.0 1 above 56 km/h (35 mph)
Transmission Efficiency 0.70
	
0.60	 Same speeds as 4bo^
Differential Ratio 	 4.2 1
Differential Efficiency	 0.22
III`
	
I
Case 4:	 Standard 3-speed automatic transmission with a torque
converter. (Figure 4-13)
	 This power train configuration
utilizes a standard "Detroit" transmission. This is an
example of an off-the-shelf, multi-ratio system with
automatic ratio change. Due to the internal hydraulic
pump circuit, losses are of the order of 0.75 kw 0 hp)
to 2.2 kw (3 hp) depending on vehicle speed. The
torque converter adds significant loss to the drive train
during both acceleration and constant velocity operation.
The lubricant in both units causes efficiency to vary with
temperature. The efficiency was modeled by using discrete
values for each gear ratio which are probably optimistic.
i	 .	 I
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MOTOR
Simulation Parameters
•	 Weight Penalty	 +63 k9 (1110 1b)
TORQUE	 •	 Transmission Ratio	 3 , 5:1 0 • 32 km1h (20 Mph)
CONVERTER
TRANSMISSION
•
TO
WHEEL
HYPOID TYPE
DIFFERENTIAL
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values at each gear ratio.
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Case 5: Standard 3-steed automatic transmission without torque
converter, chain coupled to the differential. (Figure 4-14)
This example combines the "Detroit" automatic with the
	 {
high efficiency chain coupling. Although this approach
eliminates the torque converter loss, field experience
with such configurations indicates that shock loading
can reduce transmission reliability. The transmission 	 j:.
efficiencies used in the calculation are reali s tic discrete	 n
MOTOR
TRANSMISSION
Simulation Parameters
TO	 a	 Weight Peniilty	 +45 kg (100 1b)
WHEEL.
e	 Transmission Patio	 2.74 1 0 - 32 kmlh (20 mph)
1.57 1 32 km/h (20 mph)	 56 µ h {3SSph)
1.0 1	 above 56 km /h {35 mFil
a	 Transmission Efficiency 0.76
0.10	 Some speeds as above
0.22
•	 Dlfferentist Raba	 5.0.1
e	 Differential Efficiencv	 8.911
e
}
Figure 4-14 Standard 3-speed automatic transmission without
torque converter, chain coupled to the differential.
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Case 6:
	
Standard z-speed automatic transmission without a
torque converter. (Figure 4-15)	 This case Illustrates
what can be achieved with a simpler " Detroit" auto-
matic. The efficiency used in the calculation is
optimistic, therfore, the absolute values of computed range
are probably high.
	 I ' i
MOTOR	 5lmulaton Parameters
Weight Penalty	 +34 kg (75 1h)
q	 Transmission Ratio	 2.74:1	 0 - 32 km/h (20 mph)	 'r
110.1	 abort 32 km!h (20 mph]	 i
TRANSMISSION
•	 Transmission EU)clency 0.90
E
• 131ff_rontial Ratio 	 4.2.1 i
o	 Differentia! Efficiency	 0.92
Figure 4- 15 Standard 2-speed automatic transmission without
a torque converter.
TO	 ` L_ TO
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simulation Parameters
MOTOR •	 Walght Panalty +23 kg	 (SO Ib1
•	 Transmission Ratio 10- 1	 0 - A km P h (2.5 mphl
2.5 1	 4 km 1 h	 (2,S mghi - t km h (S mph',
1.25 1 9 kmih (S mph'	 16 km'h (10 mphl
TORQUE 1.OS 1 nhove 16 km!h 4 tr mphl
CONVERTER •	 Tranamtsslon Efficiency 	 0.20
0.65
0.01
	
Same spaads as above
0.95
•	 DIffarantiai Ratio 4.2	 1
•	 p(fterantiat Efficiency 0.92
I
Case 7:
	 Torque converter alone directl y coup led to the differential
(Figure 4--16)	 The torque converter is a form of variable
ratio transmission. Although the motor can operate at
nigher, more efficient speed at low vehicle speeds, the
absolute value of torque converter efficiency is quite low
since it achieves variable ratio by a dissipative process
(fluid coupling) ,The continuous ratio and efficiency change
were modeled as four discrete levels.
1
i
E
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FERENTIAL
Figure 4-16 Torque converter alone directly coupled to the
differential
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MOTOR
TRANSMISSION
TO	 TO
WHEEL	 ^^ WHEEL
HYPOID TYPE
DIFFERENTIAL
•	 Weight Penalty +91 k9 (200 Ib)
•	 Transmission Ratio 32 . 4. 1 0 - 4 kmlh
56.2	 1 4 km/h (2.5 mph) - 4 km ,h (5 mph) .
8.1	 S 6 km1h (5 mph) - 16 km # h (10 mph)
5.76	 1 16 km /h	 (10 mph) - 32 k1a'h ( 20 mph) j
1,68	 1 32 km /h (20 mph) - 40 km , h (30 mph) !I
above 48 km/h (30 mph)
•	 Transmission Efficiency
	 0.76
0.86
0.90
0.41
Same speWs as above
0.92 la
0.93
o	 Differential Ratio 4.1.1 }.	 #
•	 Differential Efficiency 0.92
EI	 f
Simulation Parameters
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Case 8:	 Hypothetical infinitely variable speed transmission
of the rolling element type. (Figure 4-17) This case
uses the industrial type of rolling element Cv i	 The
drive train can be well matched with the motor charac-
teristics to offer high efficiency over a wide range of
torque and speed. Such transmissions are not
available off-the-shelf for vehicle use and would probably
be relatively heavy. The continuous ratio and efficiency
variation were modeled as six discrete levels.	 }
Figure 4-17 Hypothetical infinitely variable speed transmission
of the rolling element type.
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0Case 9:	 Variable _speed  V--belt transmission. (Figure 4-18)
The Electromatic Drive variable speed V-belt trans-
mission has been designed for electrical actuation and
.fence is compatible with the control system of an electric
vehicle. As a variable ratio transmission it offers all the
benefits of motor/load matching. Efficiencies in the range
of 86--94% are claimed and these would be relatively in-
sensitive to temperature since the unit is "dry". The
device has been produced in limited quantity and so field
reliability has not been documented. The transmission ratio
was modeled at five discrete values for the simulation.
simulation parameters
MOTOR
a	 Weight Pmnaity +45 kg 1100 ib)
a	 Transmission Ratio 4.0: 1 0 - 16 km /h (10 mph)
X1.0: 1 1ti km th (10 mph) - 32 km !h (20 mph)
3.0.1 32 kmlh (20 mph) - 48 km'h (30 mph)
2.0: 1 49 kmlh (30 mph( ^ 44 kmlh i40 mph]
1.0:1 above 64 km1h (40 rr"ph)
CHAIN
a	 Transmission £fricioncy 0.90
o	 Differential Rstic 4.2. 1
TO a	 Dlfrerentiat Efficiency 0.99TO
WHEEL WHEEL
ORX INAl:, 2.&GTTE
DIFFERENTIAL el'` FOUR	 s ir'	 Wx
Figure 4-18 Variable speed V-bolt transmission.
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1Case 10:	 Two-speed transmission using electrically actuated clutches.
(Figure 4-19)	 This power train combines the desirable
multi-ratio gear change with efficient chain drives or
helical gearing, and electrical actuation. It is comprised
of standard industrial components arranged in a special
package. Although this system is not off-the-shelf it
promises to be reasonably efficient. The case simulated
had two speeds but more are feasible depending on available 	 L
space and weight.
Simulation Parameters
f
•	 Weight Ptinaity	 +45 k4 {100 16)
•	 Transmission Ratio	 4.01 0 - 32 km1h 120 mph)	 {
1.0:1	 above 32 kmfh 120 mph)	 (I
•	 Transmission Efficiency 0.92
•	 Differential Ratio	 4.5.1
k	 i
•	 plffarentist Efficiency
	 0.98	 t
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I	 ^	 iFigure 4-19 Two-speed transmission using electrically actuated
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clu.;hes.
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Table 4-6 presents a summary of the simulation results for these
ten cases. The greatest range over the SAE cycle and up the grade
was predicted for the power train with the variable speed V-belt trans-
mission (Case 9). The high efficiency fixed reduction power train
(Case 21 gave the greatest range at a constant 88 km/h (55 mph) .
TABLE 4-6	 CALCULATED RANGE FOR TEN POWER TRAIN CONFIGURATIONS
96
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RANGE OVER SAE J227a/O
RANGE UP 10% GRADE
WITH ENHANCED RANGE AT CONSTANT AT CONSTANT
WITH REGENERATION REGENERATION 88 km/h (55 mph) 48 Ktwlh (30 mph)
km (mi) km (mi) km (ml) km (mil
48(30) 58(36) 76(47) 6.9 (4.3)
50(31) 66(41) 82(51) 7.4 (4.6)
51(32) 68(42) 82(51) 7.7 (4.81
40(25) 63(39) 71(44) 7.9 (4.9)
45(28) 68(42) 68(42) 6.4 R.C;
50(31) 64(40) 74(46) 6.8 (4.2)
48(30) 58(36) 77(48) 7.1	 (4.4)
47(29) 56(35) 72(45) 8.4	 (5.2)
53(33) 74(46) 72(451 9.2	 (5.7)
52(32.5) 72(45) 79(49) 7.2	 (4.5)
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Range over
SAE cycle
Peak
Battery Current
Range at
88 km/h
Range Up 10%
grade, 48 km/h
Case km Case amps Case km Case 1«,
9 53-74 9 375 2,3 82 9 9.2
10 52-72 5 400 10 79 9 8.4
3 51-68 4 425 7 77 4 7.9
2 50-66 10 450 1 76 3 7.7
s ►
I ^
I `^
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4.4.3	 Recommended State-of-the-Art Power Train
Since the variation from greatest to shortest calculated range
over the SAE cycle was only about 30 the selection of Case 9 as
the optimum state-of-the-art power train configuration needs further
support.
t ..{
In Table 4-7 those cases with the greatest range are tabulated as	 #
well as the pezik battery current drawn during the SAE cycle, The two	 i
values tabulated for range are with regenerative braking and enhanced 	 ^ t
regeneration respectively. (See Section 4.3.1) . The significance of the
peak current lies in the fact that the available energy from a lead-acid
battery decreases when large bursts of power are drawn. The Kleckner
battery model (Ref. 48) accounts for this effect and, although not included
in the present study, it is anticipated that greater range will result from
those cases requiring lower peak currents.
TABLE 4.7 RANKING OF CALCULATED PERFORMANCE 	 Ej '
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The variable speed V-belt transmission with the DC series motor
E,,	 tforms the basis for a state-of--the-art power train which offers-0
	 High calculated range
I
o	 Good efficiency,
4
f
92	 ^,
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I	 ,^
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Compact and lightweight transmission, 18 kg (40 lbs) ,
s	 Electric controllability,
s	 Design based on proven components, and
f	 ®	 Mounting arrangement well suited to transaxle configuration.
The state-of-the-art power train is illustrated in Figure 4-20 a,1d a
j	 typical vehicle installation is shown in Figure 4-21. The major
j
'	 components described earlier as representative of the state-of-the-
? f	 art, are listed in Table 4-8.
TABLE 4-8 PARTS LIST FOR THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
POWER TRAIN
t
E
t
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Motor Prestoiite model	 EQ-26717
Transmission Electromatic Drive Corporation variable
ratio V-belt transmission with automatic
ratio control system.
Drive Chain Morse Hy-Vo
Differential Dana Spicer IS-18, modified for chain drive
Input
Drive Shaft (2) Dana Spicer universals and torque tubes
Wheels	 (4) Kelsey-Hayes
Brakes (4) Delco-Moraine drum tyoe
Goodyear 14R-78-13Ti res (4)
Controller Seveon model 7650-4
Contactors I	 H13 Electric, model HB33BAl23LIS
	 (directional
pair) and HB39BD122L I S	 (line)
t
F.
1
JOt MAT. 'DAn
Old' POOR QUALITY
ROTOR	 TRANISMISSLON
Figure 4-20 State-of-the-art power train.
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4. 6, 4	 Predicted Range of the State-cf the-Art poorer train
Th ta . I tai ht of the state-af-thewart power train Is estimated toe	 } ` x. 	 g
be 295 kg (650 IN . Since this configuration was analysed in the previous
section (Case 9) at a Freight of 365 kg (950 lb) , the sensitivity values
of Figure 4-8 can be used to approxi.mately scale the predicted mange for
the lower Weight case,
I'
I;
Table 4-9 summarixes the predicted range for a vehicle with the
state-of-,the-art power train. The total vehicle Freight is 1587 ko (3500 Ib) .
Absolute values for range are quite sensitive to component modelling and
control strategy. The control assumption here is that the power train
Instantaneously provides needed tractive effort and that all braking is
regenerative. The results given here (Chapter 4.O4) are self-consistent
and primarily intended for relative comparison. In Section 5.3.2 the
state-of--thy:-art pager train is subject to another analysis based on a
different set of component models and with a constant current control scheme.
The range predicted there is only 50 km (31.2 ml) over the SAE cycle.
In general, caution should be taken to review the conditions and assumptions
underlying absolute range predictions when diverse sources are compared.
TABLE 4-9 VEHICLE RANGE WITH STATE-®F-THE-ART POWER TRAIN
CYCLE RANGE, km (ml)
.SAE J227 a/1] so (36) -- S0 (SW
88 km/h (55 mph) 76	 (47)
10% grade, 48 km/h (30 mbh) 10	 (6.2)
*	 With .regeneration -- With enhanced regeneration.
t
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S, 0 IMPROVED POWER TRAIN DESIGNS
In the previous chapter a preliminary design was presented for
a state-of-the-art electric vehicle power train. This chapter identifies several
areas which have the potential to improve that design, These are
reviewed and several are subjected to a more detailed evaluation.
Two classes of Improvements are considered. One class
will improve the range acid performance of the vehicle and the other
class encompasses features which can enhance the commercial success
of an electric vehicle. Such features include smooth, safe operation within
a comfortable driving package. Sections 5.1 thru 5.3 are concerned with the
former class. The latter are discussed in subsequent sections.
5.1 PE=RSPECTIVE ON RANGE IMPROVEMENTS
In order to put the subject of improved ranee Into perspective, Table
5-1 compares the performance predicted for a vehicle based on state-of--the-art
components with that of the ideal vehicle described in Section 4.3.4. For
the ideal case, aerodynamic drag was based on an effective frontal area of
0.56 m2 (6 ftz ) and the assumed rolling resistance was 0.038 N/kg (0.01
Ib/ita) . With a motor, controller, transmission ¢rid differential which have
100% efficiency, the ranee of a 1633 kg (3600 lb) vehicle is only 96 km
(60 ml) over the SAE cycle. The range penalty due to actual component
efficiencies is about 45%. However, the absolute range achievable even
with an Ideal system is Iimited due to battery energy density and total
vehicle weight.
TABLE 5-1 CALCULATED RANGE OF IDIEAL AND STATE-OF--THE-
ART VEHICLES.
CYCLE RANG km	 miles
Ideal 5tnte -of-the-Art Design
1633 kg (3600 Ib) 1633 kg 1587 kg (3500 Ib)
SAE ,1227 a'D" 96	 (60) 53	 t33) 56	 (36)
88 km`h (55 mph) t 	 120	 (75) 72	 (45)	 _I
9.2	 (5, 7)
76-(47)I	 '
 10	 (6.2)118 km^h t30 mph). 24	 (15)
10% grade	
_ ---- —	 - ---. €
With Regenerative Braking
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In addition to the energy requited to accelerate the vehicle,
losses are clue to:
a	 Aerodynamic drag
a	 Tire roiling resistance
Transmission/gearing losses
Motor/controller losses
For each of the three driving schedules the major Iosses tend to
occur In different parts of the system. For the state-of-the-art
design, presented In Chapter 4.0, these can be ranked in "major
loss first order.".
a	 Over the SAE cycle the major losses are due to:
Motor/controller
Tires
-	 Aerodynamics
During the 88 km/h (55 mph) crulse the major- losses are
due to:
w	Aerodynamics
Tires
When climbing a 10% grade at 48 km/h (30 mph) the major
losses are due to:
w
	Motor/controller
Tires
Transmisssionlgearing
Although aerodynamic drag is a significant factor at higher
speeds, the effective frontal area (area x drag coefficient) of 0.56 rnz
(6 ftZ ) represents a value typical of the most streamlined body
shapes. As such It will be difficult to affect aerodynamic im--
provemants. Motor/controller, transmission and tire efficiency
gains are, however. achievable and will result in increased
vehicle range.
5.2 NEAR TERM TECHNICAL~ IMPROVEMENTS
In the course of reviewing electric vehicle technology and
developing a preliminary state-of-the-art design, several potential
Improvements were identified. The following paragraphs describe
those near--term technical advances which could Increase vehicle range,
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s	 The separately excited * DC motor with the Electromatic
CVT represents a combination of two recent trends,.
There has been significant interest in the separately
excited motor, which appeared as a trend In the state--
of-the-art assessment. The separation of field and armature
controls should offer advantages In reducing controller
complexity..since the law current field circuit can be used
to implement vehicle reverse speed and to control regenerative
braking. The Electromatic CVT is a derivative of a reliable
snowmobile transmission and has been built into the Mechanics
Illustrated " URBA R
 car (Ref. 55) . By combining a
separately excited shunt wound motor with this V-belt type of
transmission, a more efficient and driveable power train may
result.
Since decreasing weight directly improves vehicle per-
formance, light weight power train components are
desirable. Candidate materials include plastics, composites,
and other high strength to weight ratio materials.
a	 Several manufacturers have noted that It is feasible to
achieve lower rolling resistance in a tire designed
especiall for electric vehicles. Parameters to be
optimized include:
-	 Aspect ratio
-	 Sizing
-	 inflation pressure
-	 Cord angle
-	 Compound selection
-	 Tread contour
-	 Rim width
0	 A greater range can be achievad for a vehicle with a greater
ratio of battery _mass to overall vehicle mass. This ratio
G referred to as the "battery mass fraction."
e	 Since the size of most electrical components Is
proportional to current, higher volta ge batteries should
result in a smaller system which is lighter and more
compact.
* In this report "separately excited" refers to a shunt wound motor
with separate armature and field controls.
913
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Several studies (i.e., Ref, 63, 64 and 65 )
indicate that an AC motor and controller package will
offer weight and cost benefits over the DC systems.
The weight reduction atone can increase vehicle range
if efficiency is not sacrificed.
a	 A trade-off analysis should be performed to ascertain the
potential for using a dual set of batteries, One set would
be capable of fast charge and discharge to provide
power for acceleration and to accept regenerated power.
The other set would be suited for steady charge and
discharge and would 'Be relied upon during cruise
operation. This approach was attempted with the GE
Delta vehicle (Ref. 21 ) and in . some recent Japanese
vehicles.
to	 Battery development has been recognized as a key to
the success of the electric vehicle program. Efforts to 	 1
improve the energy storage capacity should be encouraged.
®	 Mechanical storage of energy in high density, composite
flywheel structures can provide effective battery load
levelling. Power needed in surges for acceleration or
generated during deceleration can be transferred from,
or to, the flywheel.
In order to evaluate any of these potential improvements, more detailed
study Is required. Due to limited Funds and time on the present contract,
only the most "Important" area (s) could be analyzed. Therefore a
set of preliminary evaluation criteria were established to rank the
improvements by priority. Improvements were sought which;
0	 Represent near-term state -of-the-art rather than advanced
technology,
0	 Offer some potential for range improvement which has not been
fully evaluated (For example, since tire improvements have
already been shown to increase range, there Is little to add
to our understanding in this area short of a prototype electric
vehicle tire development program) ,
0	 Present minimal risk to the immed iate objectives of the electric
vehicle program.
e	 Are technically feasible, and
Represent a reasonable level of evaluation effort.
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A matrix Is presented in Table 5-2 which compares the areas of
potential Improvement. The separately excited DC motor was selected
for further study on the basis of this comparison since it represents
a near-term, feasible advance of moderate risk and unquantified range
Improvement.
TABLE 5-2 COMPARISON OF POTENTIAL„ IMPROVEMENT AREAS
evaluktlon Trail. Area
State -0t .
the -Art
improved
r:Anga
0ave10ls hMF11
Rt%k
Toc hnicA l
F®anibllity
Comhaa^FCill-
ization
Potential
I:1St"satedI: tlort To
Alters
1.	 Sapanataly cl,ened DC motor Near f A4odarate Yes yes lttodarmle
:.	 CollWoInnt weight reduction Currant Yes Law Yet Yes 16Wtc4to
Electric vah `^a t1,2s Near Yak Lon yet Yet Nigh
3",	 tncrv4sa Wtary "1411 rractiatl Now %I*$ t 1 Yes ^--
S.
	
tlattsry kultagc 04nge Noar t l4 D&rate r Aiatkrate
S.	 AC =Wr system Nair T trlgh t High
7.	 Supplan-Atual load leveling Advanced t Low T t Nigh
tAttiolat
R.	 Itnprovad batteries Advoond Yes trigh Yes Yes ttlgh
4,	 F'lywttatels for load • lev-aling Advanced Vas Mlgh yes 3 Nigh
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5.3	 SEPARATELY EXCITED MOTOR SYSTEMS
In this section several power train configurations employing 	 1
separately excited. shul7t Wound DC niators are described, 	 These were
simulated with a computer program to estimate the ranee over the SAE 	 ^'	 F
driving cycle,	 The added flexibility provided by separate control of the 	 I
motor field, either with or without a transmission, allows a better match
between the motor and the load and, as a result, vehicle range is
Improved by approximately 20% over a comparable power train using sa
series motor.	 t
k
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	 5.3.1	 computer Simulation Model
An Iterative simulation with empirically adjusted component
models was used to investigate the performance of the separately
excited rotor systems. This computer program is proprietary to
TRIAD Services, Inc, of Dearborn. Michigan, The state-of-tire-art
power train design using the series DC motor (Case 9 of chapter
4.0) was also simulated with this program to provide a direct
comparison between the series and separately excited, shunt wound
motor systems with the same analytical tool.
The computer program simulates a given vehicle, drive train
and control strategy using an Iterative process based on current
feedback. The accelerator pedal position controls motor current.
Since the most efficient manner of extracting a given amount of energy
from a battery Is to do so at constant current, motor current is held
constant during the accelerating portion of the cycle. The sequence
of program execution is, generally, as follows:
The speed range (i .e. , 0 - 72 I(m.' h for the SAE cycle)
Is divided into 1 % velocity steps;
A first "guess" is made for motor current and the =tot-
torque is calculated;
By looking "ahead" 111 2 of a velocity step an average
road load Is computed from the vehicle model and the motor
speed is calculated from the drive train ratio;
p	 The motor torque is reflected through the power train and
a net vehicle acceleration is obtained (acceleration
(tractive effort - road load) _ vehicle mass);
0	 From the acceleration, the time to reach the end of the
velocity step can be calculated;
At each step vehicle speed and drive ratio is used
to compute motor speed and, since current is known ,
the motor voltage is calculated from the motor model;
1
If an armature chopper is employed, the duty cycle Is 	 I
calculated from the ratio of motor voltage and battery
voltage (at the battery current) .
The battery discharge characteristics, and the time at
discharge, are used to compete the percentage energy drawn;
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The process Is Continued until the "Cruise" speed YM km,^h
(45 mph) is r oactied;
The time to reach the cruise speed is compared to thce
specification (2S sera, the motor mn-rent is than :adjusted.
up or doxvn, and the prwess is Kerated until the time to
reach cruise is as required..
Rar rrge at constant speed is calculated by working from
tl,,, road load "backwards", throu h tine drive tram, to the
ba' ttery3 .
For each of the power trains witli si Fpai ,ateiy excited='%tors.
and for the set-it's rrvtor design (Case 9). several Simulation runs
ware made to select the hest final drive ratio. Common paramoters for
these studies were:
Q1	 Vehicle test weight was 1633 hg (3500 Ites.)
The vehicle dynamic Windt l Included;
An effective frontal area of 0.56 m"- (6 ft") .
b	 A time radius of 0.3: m (12.6 in.)
A rolling resistance of M IR, N; kg (0.01 lie.: 1h.)
The effiicionc: , cif they armature choppor controller was
assumed to be 96%.
A motor mathematical model was dueloped from the
P"eStOlitL 110-:6.'47 data (shomm earlior In Figure 4-9).
and included:
Armature resistance ^ 0.01 ahms.
Maximum tot-clue constant	 0.:942 ft. lb . per :imp,
Minimum WrgUa constant = 0.09; ft, 'Ib. per• amp.
Field strength variation	 3: i .
The Elec.tromatic CVT was shifted over a ranee from
3.41 . 1.0 to 0.68 : LO, Its assumed officizney. A is
Shown in Piqure 5- 1.
4	 For • regenerative bral:ing the current vas limited tee 150 amps.
Based e':n 4 sts pe*rformod with the CDA town car. the
reeooncration efficiency used vvas 83$. Due to the current
limit. some kinetic energy was dissipated in they friction
brakes to achieve the braking requireimsnt of the SAE
Cycle
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Pigure S- ] Electrmatic CVT e#tivien ^
S. III 	 atxO	 C alc-ctlaticns
The .^Nmer trains StuSiO,)* in this *ection are distinguished by
arnmturij .. Ontvol, field contr'M or the incorp.,oration of the ^3a^trc^r:,atic
OAT, F'i)trr case etatpt^ %ring shunt mound	 were cowOdered.
Fl^ure^ F,- 1s a blo4l\ didgrarn i^Nt the l ow er train with the serlas
motor and ^ Vl h tease ga , The NitterN , current and motiir sperm for this
case is slump in Figure S - a. A possible ci itrol scenark, begins with
the transmission ratio- ,.1t S,#t, t when the vehlcic, is at rest. Armateuv.
Owppinq is used 4,N accelerate the vehicle until the duty cycle re4ehas
lt't (motar v"Altage ^, t.Attery viMtag0 and further aQcelarati pn. above
aNNut I£ l nr. ` kt t t mph) a Is acnxm llshed by a ►; hiftin,, the transm silo
At a wnjtatit m.-%ti.Nr s e ^i, Slavice the road load !s appriooimativky camstarrt
during this prt ckf the drivinci cycle. (see Figure. 4-71 ) the battery current
!s ccrn4t, trt. Sinese the 	 is no lcrrr,)car acceleratin r there is a r*e.itaced
l:Nid don, ,ind for cruisinj at ^"k% km.'h (0 mph), tho transnrission !s daa n-L
%hitj k^^ the tnoUrr $.Pea j lncre ses o a ut,- see= spe;;r ! united w w n Rrm
and tho current. dropw s0stanW%11y. With the mkOr at this spev-d the
transmission. ratio is t,SS: 1. Further do reases, in ciemanded tcrique
(^"-,Vvr-Atov QvntmAled,
 throuilh V.edM NsltkinX are aQ.i r!i rtmadatW to
eh;^p^pin^j the armaturo \-iMtaqe, Rmdii ally, the ,^\mVir! logic responds t^^
accweler*aVv pea, it (utriquO demand t--e a hlerarchy° of armature. etuipping
; rrd tr;Ansmissksn contrO with the mAor Speed defining an additional
dts6sion ptht if motior speed is at its seal, WIN RPNO lmreased tarque
demmild is met t^y,
 UP'Shlftin and dNr,,-ase.o hxtd- is achieved by ch;^ppinq
h% the wmaturt Orzult,
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Figure 5-2 Power train with series motor and GVT (Case 9).
The "F" contactors are activated for forward, etc,
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Figure S- S Sattery current and	 spee4^i for poNver train
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Figure 5-4 is a block diagram of a power train with both armature
and field chopping and the Electromatic CVT. Figue 5-5 shows the 
battery current and motor speed for this case. In operation the System
starts with the battery voltage across the field and the transmission
at its highest numerical ratio (3.41: 1) . Armature chopping
is used to accelerate the vehicle to about 8 km.' h (5 mph) . At this
speed ti-ie duty cycle is 100". Further demands for speed are met by
upshifting the CVT until about 45 km 'h (28 mph) is reached. At this
speed the transmission ratio is 0. 68: 1 and field weakening, by the field
	
{	 chopper, provides additional speed. The control strategy is a hierarchy
in order of-armature chopping, shifting and field weakening.
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Figure 5-4 Power train with both armature and field control
and the CVT (Case 11) . The armature chopper would
use SCR's whereas the field chopper, since it is In a
low power circuit, could be implemented with transistors.
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FlULlre 5-6 Allows a Wock diagram of a powar train which eliminates
the armature chopper- The calculated results for bAttery current rind
rnrrter speed for this case are given In Figure 5-7, Tha system Marls
with the iaattar°y voltage across i tip the armature and the field of the motor
wrati tinetl ansm l ^sion ratio t ,. `, 1, Some degreea of i}ei 51i trr must
occur `Yh4n starting and Curren% limiting is also needed. The Meolianix
Illustrated URBA nar k (fief. 65) employed a Mmllar control mothad but the
111011 st41 ,0110 speed of %ha motor wits disturbing and the clutching action
of the MectromAtic way rough. A ve 840L)t 8 kni/h (S tnph) this system
oparates s1milfir ily to that of Case 11,
ntpat
Figure 5-6 - Power train with field control and CVT. Case 1w,
is similar to Cass: 11 but eliminates the armature chopper and
connects the battery directly to the armature.
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Figure S-8 depicts a block dingi•am of a poww- train which features
an armature chopper. fixed field voltage and tine Electronittic CVT,
The battery currant and mater spied for this case Is shown In Figure
5-9.
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l=igur •e 5^8 Dower train with armature control and CVT. 	 Case 13
features an armkItut •o chopper, fired field voltage and the
El ectromatic CVT .
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In this configuration the motor has a linear torque-speed characteristic
similar to a permanent magnet field motor. Reverse can be implemented
by switching the low current field circuit. The control hierarchy consists
of armature chopping to about 18 km/h (11 mph) and transmission control
at higher speeds.
Figure 5-10 is a block diagram of a power train which performs
all control electrically and features a fixed gear reduction. The battery
current and motor speed for this case is given in Figure 5-11. For this
Hall electric" power train the maximum field voltage and armature chop-
Ing is employed until the battery voltage is impressed on the armature.
Further control range is achieved by field weakening. 	 I
Fl ­v«
Figure 5-10 -- Power train with all electric control. Case 14, is
similar to Case 11, but eliminates the CVT and does all control
electrically.
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The results of ranee calculations for these five cases ave summarized
In Table 5-3 for the SAE J227 a;D driving schodule. Thtos primary cbjectivo
of this comparlson was to identify relative improvements III range over thiLs
SAE eyela
TABLE 5,-3 . COMPARISON OF CALCULATED RANGE OVER THE SA 
CYCLE FOR' SEPARATELY PENCI"{TED AND SERIES MOTOR SYSTEMS,
Strict,	 ^ Shunt ►►mound, Sio	 aratAaty oNcibad
Chop Chop Fixed Chop Clwp
Chop Chop h" ad Ctmp
I
EM CV`V EM CVT W CVT EM,:CV'T
++15
	
kni 5i hw 54 fire+ Sb kilt S$ km
130 rm} (34 nu) t9S 5 mi} (34,5	 pri} i3ti-1	 a,A1
4000 RPM 3141	 I;r'^1 	 3491 RPM ^ U1 9.4 RPM ? 'W10 RPMi
CASE
Motor Type
Rrrtfatur tl Contrnl
Plaid Control
fi ratwlliallam 'Typo
Differential Ratio
1633 kit M600 lb 1 vehwt.
Motor spood at 86 kits If
{55 tnplf}
There i5 a difftrrenee, it1 the c:alcultaied range for the series motor
design shown hertz and that presented as Cease 9 In Chat tr^r +l. p .	 This
k	 is prlmtarilV titre result of assumod efficlencies and transmission shifting
t.	 range as folli-mm
Tht- shifting range of the Eloetromratic used here is
narrowor (3.41 to 0.66 Ls 4.8 to 1.01  and the Over-
all drive ratio Is lower (2-9. 1 vs 4, 2, 1) .
6	 A lever transmission rifficlency was assumed hore
(see Pipure a-1), particularly at higher ratios.
t f
{
0
	
	
Regenerative braking was limited to 154 rimper es.
Less clnergy, therefo re, was rmoverad duringi	
da^.eltaration.	 ^` 1
r
°oFor the state povYo:• train which ^^+elr^hs 29" I.r^ (t;54 il^s^
scaling the present results predicts a range of 50 km (31.2 ml) over
the SAE cycle. The r •osults shown In Table S-3 are consistent sinco
e
t
`f
i^}
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they are Leased on the same component raaadels and computer analysis,
and Illustrate that the use of a separtatt1y exc lteci, shunt wound motor
offers a definite benefit in ranele over the SAE cycle. This is
reasonable can physical grounds as discussed below.
Consider can electric vehicle which must operate bath over thfl
SAE cycle and at a steady top speed of, for example, SS km°h (55 mph)
For a Power train consisting of a fixed ratio reducer and a series wound
motor, the top speed of the vehicle will correspond tie the maximurta
Motor speed and, with armature voltage control, will be reached at full
battery voltage. This trap speed establishes the overcall drive ratio.
Since the efficiency of a series motor Is naaximum in tho recal4an of high
speed and high voltage, the power train Is ►velI matched to tho load for
Steady high speed operation, However, in order to delbs er the power
peaks of the accelerating portion of a stop-rand-gcs driving cycle, the
motor must be controlled to opvrtatea at reduced armature voltage and
speed for a significant part of Its duty cycle, This Is a region of lower
motor efficiency. Thus, the rt^guireme•nt to reach a top speed sets
parameters in the series motor power train which tare In conflict ►with
achieving optimum r •trnne aver- the SAE cycle, tine ctannot, fear ex mule,
match the motor efficiency to they pock power drmanded during tacceltaration.
The separately excited, -shunt wound nwtor and control system,
provide the flexibility to match motor characteristics to the diverse
requirements of both trap speed and stop-rand- qo operation. Typically
a shunt wound motor achieves maximum efficlency tat "Wst speed" when
full armature and field v-oltage are applied. The controilot- can be designed
to deliver the power peaks while the nxitor is at its maximum efficiency. This
raaore effectively (although perhaps not optimaily) matchos the load and results
In improved range over the SAE cycle, Top slat>ed operation Is tachitavx ed by
weakening the field, which decreases the generated voltage (back EIIF) and
allows higher motor speeds.
The advantage of the separately excited, shunt wound iaaMor system
over the series 9vound motor Is the result of the nxitor; controller system
flexibility, and not Inherent to the machines alone,
In addition to absoluta ,
 preo- tions of range s:ewrtal qucalitta
tive factors merit considtw ation in an elex-tric vt,)hic Ir.,	 train
design. Key= among those are reliability, nuflntainobility and dkwvlopF
anent risk.
The absence of can armature choir pt. r in C:aso 12 rmjuire:: that
the V--belt slip In ordor to start tht^ vehicle trom rest, Ibac.essive
wear and pacer driveabil lty can he expected from the Lloctromati.:
transmission under these conditions. This case is thorefore,
rejected for the electrlc vehicle application.
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The tradeoff considerations between Cases 11,13 and 14 are
more subtle. All of the range predictions shown In Table 5-3 were 	 }
made assuming a 1633 kg (3600 lb) vehicle which implies a power	 {
train weight of 340 k9 (75.0 . lb) . Since the CVT weighs about 18 kg 	 €
(40 lb) and the field chopper about 2. 3 kg ( 5 lb) , the Case 14 power
train will weigh 279 kg [615 lb) . This should result In a rangeg	 f
over e SAE cycle of 61 km (38 mi) . Moreover, one can expect
greater reliability and lower maintenance casts to be associated with
this "all electric" drive. However, the high motor speed presents
 offsetting	 consideration. Traction motors are not normal! built 	
,
^ i f	 an fi t 	 	 y	
^ ^for operation touch above-4000 RPM. Special designs are available
which incorporate high strength armature construction and high
f	 speed bearings, but these tend to be more costly and field experience
is limited. A low speed motor for Case 14 Is feasible but it will,
`f	 necessarily, be larger and heavier. Cases 11 and 13 are attractive
due to the lower motor speed; however, there still remains some
development risk associated with refining the Electromatic CVT.
Separately excited motors can provide a range advantage over
comparable power trains with series machines. The motors are
available, at least by special order. These systems require tailored
	 '
controller designs which are within the near term state-of-the-art.
In view of a rapidly advancing electronics technology, the all electric
system with a high speed motor (Case 14) is the most viable design
approach. Development of the Electromatic transmission should continue 	 ?
and as positive experience is obtained, the power train with fixed
field voltage (Case 13) may be a good alternate.
i.
The continued development of high speed DC shunt motors and
electronic control packages will enhance the potential success of the
	
E
all electric" drive concept. In this context, the dual motor drive (Case
	
1
3 of Chapter 4.0) with separately excited machines and a single controller
warrants some reconsideration. In addition to these power train developments,
further research is needed to provide better batteries, expanded use of
	 !'
lightweight materials and low rolling resistance tires, since these have
	 is
the major potential for improving range.
	 [
5.4 MISCELLANEOUS IMPROVEMENTS
Several other improvements will lead to features which shouldi
enhance the commercial success of the electric vehicle. These may
not increase range but are desirable in order to satisfy the general
expectations of the potential electric vehicle buyer. The following
	
i
paragraphs describe these miscellaneous Improvements:
	 ? :.'_
iSmooth stopping of an electric vehicle utilizing
alectrical dynamic or reganerative brakes In con-
junction with hydraulic brakes requires a brake
blending control system. Consistent with safety,
such a system would blend the electrical and hydraulic
braakes In response to driver input.
The reliability of electric vehicle power train components
should bo carefully assessed. Areas of weakness should
ba identified and Improved.
,r
	
	
The Issue of safety needs to be carefully addressed to
ensure compliance with applicable standards. Current
designs, that have primarily been vehicle conversions,
generally meet applicable ROT and SAIw vehicle require-
ments. Other vehicies, especially those that are based
on golf cart and similar technology=, are not viewed as
favorably. Compliances with the National Electrical Code
may also be a requirement.
In ardor to achieve the maximum weight and volumetric
economy for the vehicle package, the m ator and trans-
mission (or gear reduction) should b£ designed as a
single mechanical unit.
e	 The state-of-the-art assessment presented In Chapter 3,0
Indicated the need for off-the-shelf, Lfficient and reliable
automatic transmissions for electric vehicle use. The
Ele.ctrona-tic CVT, when used in conjunction with a
variable speed electric drive (as in Ctsse 9) promises
to fulfill this need, Efforts to refine the develop-
ment and prove the field reliability of this type of unit
should be pursued.
Another system used on off-the-shelf electromagnetic clutches,
%used in Case Soy of Chapter 3.0) also shoes promise as an
efficient and reliable automatic transmission. A Preliminary
description of this latter concept is presented in the neat section.
a.5 DISCRETE GEAR CHANCE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
A two speed, discrete dear ci-wngez automatic transmission,
used on rormsprarq dry electromagnetic clutches, is shown In Figure
5-12. The disc clutches couple alternate gear trains to the drive mtor.
Low gear is 4-.1 and hiqh Is 1.43:1. The transmission rutput clear is
coupled to a standard DAna differential with a modified Musing through
a rind gear of 4.5:1 ratio. The differential outputs are coupled through
two univet•sa3l shafts typical of the Corvette and VW transaxle approach.
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Power flown in the two gears is shown in Figure 5-13 and a typical
vehicle mounting is shown in Figure 5,14.
}
;w
Some of the features of the electromagnetically shifted, discrete
gear change, automatic transmission are listed here.
a	 The design is based on off--the-shelf Hirdware.
Formsprag electromagnetic clutches are shown.
®	 The unit is compact and is estimated to weigh
less than 100 pounds.
Low electrical power is required to activate or
maintain the clutches. Only 31 watts (.04 hp) is required
as compared to 0.75 - 2.2 kw (1-3 hp) loss of conven-
tional hydraulically actuated automatics.
Low drag loss, dry clutches are employed. Slip
friction losses are 0.2 N-m (0.15 lb-ft) or
75 w (0.1 hp) at 88 km/hr (55 mph) . This loss
can occur only during shifting.
®	 The gear design is conservative, stress levels and life
expectancy is consistent with standard automotive
practice. The gear sets are lubricated.
o	 Motor synchronization with the shift function is
required to maximize reliability and smoothness. Each
clutch can dissipate 360,000 N-m (282,000 lb-ft) . Under
a worst case assumption of 120 shifts per hour, the
change in motor rotor inertia requires that 1,240,000 N-m
(950,000 lb-ft) per hour be dissipated. Motor speed control
during shifting is, therfore, desirable. The details of such
a control system need to be evaluated although they do not
appear to be conceptually difficult.
Further- development and testing of the electromagnetically shifted
design appears warranted.
If the electronic synchronization during shifting can be achieved with
a high degree of accuracy, the slip type disc clutches can be replaced by
positive engagement tooth type clutches, such as manufactured by Bendix.
These are significantly smaller- and less expensive than the disc type
clutches and their use would permit 2,3 or 4 speeds to be designed in a
relatively small package. They can be operated wet (in oil) and there-
fore, need not be isolated from the gearing. The efficiency of such a trans-
mission would be comparable to the di g
_. clutch design. A 3--speed trans-
mission concept using this desi gn approach is depicted in Figure 5-15.
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Figure S-14 Typical installation of power train in a vehicle.
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Figure 5-15 Tooth type electromagnetic 3-speed transmission.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS	
f
This report has presented a preliminary design of an electric vehicle
power traits based on an objective assessment of the state -of-the-art, and
has identified and evaluated technical advances which can Improve vehicle
performance. The primary standard of performance was range over the
SAE J227a schedule D driving cycle.
Most state-of-the-art electric vehicles are conversions of conventional
highway vehicles. Very few completely original designs exist. Prototypes
such as the Copper Development Association town car and the McKee
Sundancer, however demonstrate that carefully designed, lightweight
vehicles can achieve superior performance.
Several state-of-the-art AC and DC motors are available in the size and
power range required. However, the only state-of-the-art controllers
commercially available are for DC series wound motors.
One technique of optimizing the range of an electric vehicle over a
stop and go driving cycle Is to match the motor characteristics to the load
through an efficient, lightweight rnultiratio automatic transmission. The
number of useable components Is quite [Imlted and Include modified
conventional transmissions and an electrically controlled, V-belt, continuously
variable system. A promising alternate design Is based on off-the-shelf, 	 l ^.
i
electrically activated clutches. 	
I
The recommended state-of-the-art power train design employs an 	 j
18 kw (24 hp) DC series wound motor, SCR controller, V-belt CVT, drum
brakes, radial-ply tires and regenerative braking. A power train based on	 1
a separately excited shunt wound DC motor will achieve about 20% greater
range over the SAE cycle than one with a series wound motor. In order to
Implement this system, technical development is needed In the areas of
higher speed, shunt wound motors and electrical controllers featuring
both armature and field control.
Even with power train components which are perfectly efficient, a
highly streamlined 1.633 kg (3600 lb) electric vehicle, with state-of-the-
art tires, would have a range of only 98 km (60 mi) over the SAE cycle.
Its order to significantly extend range, Improved batteries, expanded_
use of lightweight materials and low rolling resistance tires are needed.
nri	 -
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